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The primary objective in the development of the SBAHT
 
program is the improvement of sea surface height values obtained
 
from altimeter data along intersecting arcs (i.e., arcs whose
 
groundtracks cross). The basic concept in the improvement
 
scheme is that, at the crossovers, the altimeter measurements
 
are to the same point on the surface and crossover differences
 
are due to differences in:
 






* 	 propagation effects
 
* 	 altimeter noise and bias
 




Of these effects, all except orbit error can be corrected or
 
have amplitudes below the approximately 1 m level, and the
 
effects of measurement noise and propagation effects are expected
 
to be reduced to near the 10 cm level. The satellite orbital
 
height error is expected to be the dominant error source in
 
most cases. Over short time periods (less than a quarter of
 
a revolution), the orbit error can be modeled as a polynomial
 
in time, and a set of orbit error parameters can be estimated
 
such that the set of intersections are as consistant as allowed
 
by unmodeled (or improperly modeled) temporal sea surface height
 
variations. In general, this orbit adjustment would be ex­
pected to be made relative to one or more passes whose orbits
 
were known to be very good. This a'llows the estimated sea
 
surface heights to be given an asq1ut,e, interpretation rather
 
than being only a set of relative heights.
 
Given a set of arcs, algorithms have been developed to
 
categorize and find the intersections of alt'wter passes.
 
Algorithms are also developed for the estimation of the orbit
 








2.1 FORMULATION OF CROSSOVER DIFFERENCES
 
In the study of sets of intersecting arcs, it is necessary
 
to construct matrices relating to a pass at the time that it
 
crosses the groundtrack for another pass. This will be accomplished
 
through double subscripts, with the first denoting the pass of
 
interest, and the second the pass which is being intersected.
 
E.g., gij then refers to the ith pass at the time of intersection
 
of the groundtrack from the jth pasg. In all cases that will
 
be considered, the arc lengths will be chosen sufficiently short
 
so that the intersections are unique,.and one arc does not cross
 
another more than once.
 
Assuming that tide corrections have been made to altimeter
 
sea surface height measurements, the result is the altimeter
 
geoid measurement contaminated by, in general, orbit error.
 
This geoid height measurement can be expressed as
 
gi 	 = gij + Agij + n. (I) 




gij 	 is the geoid height measurement
 
gij 	 is the actual geoid height
 
Agij 	is the error in the geoid height due to satellite
 






nij 	is the error in the measurement due to noise
 
in the altimeter measurement and to temporal
 
sea surface height effects.
 
Although no analytical model is available for, gij
 
it may be represented empirically by a polynomial in time,
 
t 2 




ti 	 is the time along the ith arc at point (i,j)
 
Considering now the geoid height measurement at the
 
ioint (i,j) along the jth arc, the model equation is
 
gji = gi + Agji + nji 	 (3) 




dij = gij - gji = Agji - Agji + nij -nji 
There 	di. is the difference between the geoid height measurements
 










aje te+ i ni- - n.. 31 (4) 
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Since Equation (4) is expressed in terms of geoid height
 
differences, a constraint must be used to anchor the solution.
 
For a one parameter solution, one constrained revolution is
 
sufficient. All other revolutions are adjusted such that the
 
differences in heights between each of these and the constrained
 
revolution will be minimized. Since orbital errors have-pre­
dominantly a once per revolution type of variation, a low
 
order polynomial should serve as a satisfactory model for short
 
arcs. In particular, a quadratic would be expected to be the
 
maximum required order for arc lengths'not exceeding a quarter
 
of a revolution C-25 minutes for GEOS-3) and shorter arcs should
 
require only a first (or zero)'order polynomial.
 
The objective is then to solve for the set of coefficients
 
which will minimize the dij 's in some sense, subject to the
 
constraint that certain arcs are not to be adjusted. The con­
straints can be applied through several different techniques.
 
We choose the- Bayesian approach since it is consistent with
 
available software and amounts to nothing more than supplying
 
additional measurements to the estimation scheme. The least
 
squares technique will'be chosen for the coefficient estimation.
 
Ths procedure will also-be minimum variance if the noise
 
difference, nij - nji , is uncorrelated from one crossing to
 
another and its variance is used to weight the intersection
 
data. The degree to which the errors are uncorrelated depends
 
primarily upon the correlation between temporal sea surface
 
height variations but, in any case, correlation information
 
is not expected to be available. :The least squares technique
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N is the total 2umber of arcs
 
6ij= 1 if arc j intersects i 
= 0 if not 
wij= weighting factor based on nij - nji
 
= 1/E [nij - nji] 2
 




Ki = K. = K-i 
so that the number of orbit error parameters is taken to be
 
the same for all arcs. This is not an essential assumption,
 
but substantially simplifies the software implementation.
 
Constraints can be used to effectively vary the number of
 




Before discussing the solution of () it is pertinent
 
to consider the number of intersections required to generate
 
a solution of a given order. First, note that the total
 
number of intersections is
 
N N 





whereas the number of coefficients to be determined is
 
N 
Nc= K = NK (7) 








E E 6ij >NNK (8) 
i=l j=i+l
 
In addition, we cannot solve for K coefficients along
 
the ith arc if there are fewer than K arcs intersecting arc
 
i. Therefore, we also require
 
N 
E 6ij >K for all i. (9) 
j=l
 
In ordet to assess the number of arcs which it may be
 
feasible to process in a 6omputer, consider the case of two
 
sets of arcs with each arc in the first set intersecting each
 
arc in the second set. We will denote the number of arcs in
 
the first set by Na and the number of arcs in the second set
 
by Nb. For a solution, we require that the number of inter­








































































Table 1. Minimum Numbers of Crossing Arcs
 
for Different Numbers of Adjusted Parameters
 
Note that the limiting value of Na for large values of Nb is
 






For all finite values of Nb, the ratio is greater than K so
 
Na must be at least K+I.
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Looking now at the approximate core requirements, we
 
consider the normal matrix to be the array which primarily
 
limits the number of arcs which can be simultaneously processed.
 
Allowing for this array to be double precision, but with only
 
the diagonal and above elements stored, the number of words
 
required for the M dimensional normal matrix is
 
M(M+U) 









NT = K2 (Na + Nb) +- K(Na + Nb) ,(12) 
Table 2 shows the core required for the normal matrix for two 
different relations of Na to Nb. In one case, we set Na = Nb, 
and in the other case we set Nb = l as is appropriate for the 
program implementation in which the arcs in one direction are
 
partitioned, as will be discussed in Section 2.3.
 
Considering the maximum core available on the Wallops
 
computers to be on the drder of 70K words, it is evident from
 
Table 2 that the limitation on Nb for the unpartitioned solution
 
is approximately 100 passes for a one parameter solution and
 
approximately SO passes' for a two parameter solution. For a
 
partitioned solution, these limits are almost doubled, allowing
 






- . NT 
Nb Na Nb = 1
 




































Table 2. Normal Matrix Storage Requirements
 









The least squares estimate of the parameters which
 
minimize the altimeter crossovers is obtained by finding the
 
set of a's which minimize the sum of squares of crossover
 
differences given by Equation (5). Equivalently, we can con­
sider the least squares solution of the set of linear equations
 








Y 	is the vector of geoid height differences.
 
B 	is the matrix of partial derivatives of the geoid
 
height differences with respect to the orbit error
 
parameters. This matrix will consist of powers of
 
time from some reference time for each pass.
 




F 	is the vector of errors in the crossover differences
 
due to measurement noise.
 
Table 3 shows Equation (13) written out explicitly for a two
 
coefficient parameterization of orbit error and 4 North-South
 
passes crossing 4 South-North passes.* For convenience, the
 
*The solution of the set of equations given in Table 3 is
 
actually singular. Intuitively, it is obvious that whatever
 
solution is obtained for the aio's, the same constant added
 
to each of these coefficients is an equally valid solution.
 
The solution can be made non-singular through the use of a
 
constraint on one or more of the passes. We will assume that
 
such information is to be used, but will not explicitly include
 
it in the equations shown here.
 
11 	 ORIGINAL pAGE 19 
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Table 3. Matrix Form of Linear Equations to be Solved for
 
4 Passes Crossing 4 Passes in the Opposite Direction and
 
2 Orbit Parameters Per Pass 
1 t15  0 0 0 0 0 '3 -1 -t5 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 0  nis-n l 
d16  1 t16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t6 1  0 0 0 0 a11  n16-n61 
d17 1 t17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t71  0 0 a20 n1-n l 
d18 1 t18  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t81 a21 n18-nsl 
d25 0 0 1 t2 5  0 0 0 0 -1 -t5 2  0 0 0 0 0 0 a30 n25'S-n52 
d26 0 0 1 t2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i -t62 0 0 0 0 a31 n26-n62 
d27 0 0 1 t2 7  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t7 2  0 0 a40 n27-n72 
d28 0 0 1 t2 8  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t8 a41 n n 
d 3 0 0 0 0 1 t35 0 0 -1 -t53  0 0 0 0 0 0 aso 35-n53 
d36 0 0 0 0 1 t36 0 0 0 0 -1 -t63  0 0 0 0 a l n36-n63 
d 0 0 00 1 t3 7  0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -t73  0 0 a60 -n 
d38  0 0 00 1 t38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Li -t83  a61  n38-n83 
d4S 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
1 t4 S 1-t 5 4  0 0 0 0 0 0 70 45 
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 t46  0 0 -1 -t6 4  0 0 0 0 n4-n 
d47, 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 t4 7  0 0 0 0 -1 -t74  0 0 a80 n47-n74 
d48 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 t48 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,-1-t a l n4 8-n84 
North-South arcs have been denoted as arcs 1-4 and the South-

North passes as arcs 5-8.
 








Z is the estimated set of coefficients
 
- I
W = E[E J] = covariance of the measurement noise, 
with B the expectation operator. 
That the solution allows partitioning can be seen by
 
rewriting the equations given in Table 3 in the form:
 
YI B1 0 0 0 BI0 a I n1 
Y2 0 B1 0 0 B20  2 n2
 
Y3 0 0 B3 0 B30 a3 n3
 


























































a 6 1 
a 7 0 
a 7 1 














Assuming only that the ni's are uncorrelated, and denoting
 
(16)
WI E[ni nil, 

Equation (14) for the 8 arc 16 parameter case of Table 3 becomes
 
TB01IWI1 







BB 0 0 2T2B20 T B W B 
a3" 33 0 B3W3B30 
a40 0 0 0 BT4W4B4 BTB4W440 
L-aO LBTW 4JT(B 2T(TWBTB T(B T BT B 









The matrix inverse in Equation (17) can be obtained via parti­
1 111
tioning [1] with the resulting expressions for the coefficient
 




a0 r'M y- T T -10

aL o[B"'ol i - BW B1 (B W1 B1 )l BIWIY] (18)
4
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ZE'B1OWiBiO - BT WNBi(BTWiBi)-l(BiToW B )T1 (20)0 i A~±i A
i=l
 
The extension of-the solution given by Equations (18-20)
 
to any number of arcs is achieved through two directions. Let
 
us refer to the arcs for which the ai parameters have been
 
assigned as North-South arcs, and the set of arcs for which
 
the a set of parameters have been assigned as South-North
 
arcs. To increase the number of North-South arcs, we simply
 
increase the summation limit in Equations (18) and (10). To
 
increase the number of South-North arcs, we must increase the
 
number of a0 parameters and thus the size of M0 which is, in
 
general, the matrix providing the major limitation on the
 
number of passes which can be processed in one computer run.
 
The estimation scheme implemented in SEAHT is the par­
titioned least squares type solution described above, with
 
the number of adjustable parameters per pass selectable as
 
1, 2, or 3. North-South arcs are partitioned out; so virtually
 
any number of North-South passes can be processed simultaneously.
 
South-North arcs provide the "common" parameter set, and the
 










The SEAHT program utilizes overlays, and consists
 
primarily of a main program (plus common block initialization),
 
an input set of routines, and an estimation set of routines.
 
The last set of routines, however, is divided into two groups,
 
and there is an additional segment used for core allocation.
 




The main program is responsible for the flow of the
 
program, and for the computation of necessary array sizes.
 
In LINK 1, optional input is read from cards and input data
 
is read from tape(s), and the arc crossings are computed.
 
The crossing data is stored on disk in the form to be used by
 
the estimation routines. The order of the crossings is: all
 
crossings of the first North-South arc, followed by all cross­
ings of the second North-South arc, etc. This format allows
 
the partitioning scheme discussed above to be implemented.
 
LINK 1 contains routines with fixed array sizes, with dimensions
 
set to accommodate the maximum amounts of data per arc and
 
maximum number of arcs that are expected. However, these
 
dimensions do not result in excessive core utilization.
 
At the conclusion of the computation of the arc cross­
ings, the needed sizes for all arrays in the estimation process
 
are calculated by the main program. LINK 1 is then overlaid
 
by LINK 2 which contains a portion of the estimation routines.
 
LINK 3 is then called to perform dynamic memory allocation
 
for all arrays needed in the parameter estimation process.
 
After this allocation, LINK 3 is overlaid by LINK 4 containing
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Control of the estimation process is from subroutine
 
SOLVE, which is responsible for controlling the normal matrix
 
set-up, the application of constraints, the parameter adjust­
ments, and the application of the estimated parameters to the
 




Input to the SEAHT program consists of one or more
 
data tapes, and card input which requests certain program
 
options. The latter category consists of a set of option
 
cards, at least one of which is required.
 
3.2.1 Data Tape Input
 
Data input files to SEAHT consist of a header record
 
followed by a set of data records, as specified on the follow­
ing two pages. Theheader record identifies the time of the
 
data by both the revolution (and segment) number and date.
 
At the present time, the date is not used, while the revolution
 
and segments numbers are used for the seiection and deletion
 
of particular data passes, as discussed below.
 
Input tapes may be prepared in several different ways.
 
They may be prepared by extracting information contained on
 
each frame of an ARC [2] tape, in which case sea surface heights
 
are major frame (-2.0 or 3.2 seconds) averages. In addition,
 
the ALTKAL program [3] produces a tape which is directly
 
readable by SEAHT. This tape contains smoothed sea surface
 
heights at the I/second data rate.
 
18 ­
In the current program implementation, only Words 1-5
 
of the header record and Words 1-4 of the data record are read
 
by SEAHT, and the first 3 words of the header record are not
 
used. Words 4-5 of the header record and the first 4 words
 












Word No. Type Description 
1 I Year and Day of year (YYDDD) 
2-3 DP Time of day (seconds) for first 
data record 
4 I Segment number for altimeter data 
pass 
5 I Rev number for altimeter data pass 
6 I 'Measurement type 
40 = Global mode 
41 = Intensive mode 








Word No. Type 	 Description
 
1 	 R Time from first data point (minutes)
 
2 	 R(LAT) Latitude of sea surface height
 
3 	 R(LON) Longitude of sea surface height
 
4 	 R Sea surface height (meters)
 
5-13 R 	 Not used. (For tapes created by
 
the ALTKAL smoother, words 4-13
 




14 R(THITB) 	 Tide height (meters)
 




16 R(RAGCAV) 	Average AGC
 
17-19 	 R Zeroes for future additions
 
Note: 	 The "sea surface height" value(s) have been corrected
 
using the tropospheric refraction correction and tide
 
height on the data record. Strictly speaking, the sea
 
surface height is the altimeter measurement of geoid
 
height, although including the effects of currents and
 
other non-stationary sea surface height effects.
 
O O AI 
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3.2.2 Option Card Input
 
Through the use of one or more of nine different keyword
 
option cards, various aspects of the operation of SBAHT can be
 
altered from the default mode. These option cards and the
 
purpose for which they are utilized are
 
* 	 AREA defines the geographic area for which arc
 
crossings are to be selected.
 
* 	 PARAM - selects the number of coefficients to be 
used for each pass to parametrize orbit 
error. 
* NODATA -	specifies that arc crossings have been
 
saved from a previous program execution
 




* 	 CONSTR - specifies that a particular pass is to be
 
treated as having a good orbit with the
 




0 EDIT - specifies the level at which arc crossing
 




* 	 SELECT - specifies that only particular passes
 




* 	 DELETE -- specifies that all passes are to be 
selectea from a particular tape except 
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NAME COLUMNS 	 FORMAT DESCRIPTION
 
AREA 1-4 	 A4 
 Defines the area of 	interest
 
















IF CARD OMMITTED: 	 Default values are: minimum latitude, -90.0 degrees;
 
maximum latitude, +90.0 degrees; minimum
 
longitude, 0.0 degrees; maximum longitude,
 
ORGINAL PAGE 18 360.0 degrees. 
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 
PARAM 1-5 AS 	 Indicates the number of
 
parameters which are to be
 
used for each pass.
 
7-10 14 The number of adjusted 
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7-10 14 	 The logical unit number of the
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 
CONSTR 1-6 A6 	 Constrains selected revs (other
 
revs are adjusted to fit
 
constrained rev and constrained
 
revs are not adjusted)
 
7-10 14 Type of constraint 
= 1, pass totally constrained 
(bias, slope and curvature) 
= 2, bias adjusted, slope and curva­
ture constrained 
= 3, bias and slope adjusted, curva­
ture constrained 






NAME COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
CONSTR 26-40 E15.6 Segment number associated with 
(Cont.) the rev number in columns 11-55 
Note: 	 The use of a constraint is meaningless unless the parameter
 
has been otherwise requested to be adjusted. E.g., the
 
constraint of curvature for a pass is meaningless if only
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT DESCRIPTION
 
EDIT 1-4 A4 	 Sets editing criteria.
 
11-25 E15.6 	 Maximum acceptable difference
 
in sea surface heights at
 
any crossing point (meters).
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 




7-10 14 	 Logical unit from which data
 
is to be read
 
11-25 E1S.6 	 Number of files to be read
 
from the logical unit designated
 
in columns 7-10 
As many as six of ,these cards are possible barring limitations
 
set outside the program.
 
ORIOIAkGBIS 
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 




7-10 14 	 Logical unit number of the
 




11-'25 -EB1S.6 	 Revolution to be selected
 





41-55 E15.6 Revolution to be selected*
 
*• If~not more than one revolution is selected, columns
 















Multiple SELECT cards are permitted, but no
LIMITATION: 

more than 50 selections may be made from the
 
same logical unit number.
 





LTE 1, 42 . I 156. 
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 
DELETE 1-6 A6 	 Deletes revolutions not desired
 
from a specific tape
 
7-10 14 	 Logical unit number of the
 




11-25 E15.6 Revolution to be deleted
 
26-40 E15.6 Segment number associated with
 
the revolution in columns
 
41-55 E15.6 Revolution to be deleted*
 








NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION
 
B15.6 Segment number associated
56-70 





Multiple DELETE cards are permitted, but
LIMITATION: 

no more than 50 deletions may be made from
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9 999 999 1999999999999909999999999999999999999999999999999999999g9999999999 
NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 
ZERO 1-4 A4 	 Sets a longitude different than
 




11-25 E15.6 	 Longitude, relative to Greenwich,
 
to be used as origin.
 
PURPOSE: 	 Since the method of finding intersectionsi of,
 
revolutions is dependent upon a decreasing longitude
 
in the area of interest, it may be necessary to,
 
temporarily, zero-set a certain longitude in the area
 
of least interest. This is done within the program
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NAME COLUMNS FORMAT 	 DESCRIPTION
 




IF CARD OMITTED: 	 The units of time are assumed to be in
 










3.3 DATA SELECTION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROCESS
 
The estimation process begins with the acceptance of
 
data 	that was collected in the area of interest. The revolu­
tions are classified as being north-south or south-north. A
 
revolution whose latitude increases to ,the maximum possible
 
value (approximately 65.0) and, then, decreases is separated
 
into 	a south-north segment and a north-south segment. This
 
also 	applies to revolutions whose latitude depreases to the
 
minimum value (approximately -65.0) and, then, increases.
 
Preliminary to finiding crossing points, tests are made
 
based on the fact that there will not be an intersection if
 
the exiting latitude of & south-north retolution is' less than
 
the exiting latitude of-the north-south revolution or if the
 
entering latitude of ihe north-south revolution is less than
 
the entering latitude of the south-north revolution. If the
 
exiting longitude of the -northsouthrevolution is greater
 
than 	the entering longitude of the south-north revolution or
 
the exiting longitude of the south-north revolution is greater
 
,than the entering longitude of the north-south revolution,
 
there will not be a crossing.
 
Every soutitnortli'revclution is compared to every north­




1. 	 Equations for lines connecting the entering and
 
exiting points of the revolutions are determined,
 




2. 	 The latitudes, corresponding to the longitude at
 
the intersection, are found for each revolution,
 
and the difference between these values is computed.
 
If the absolute value of this difference is less
 
than .0001 degrees, the average of the latitudes is
 
taken, and a crossing point is declared at this
 
average latitude and the longitude corresponding
 
to the intersection point of the lines connecting
 
entering and exiting points of the revolutions.
 
I 
3. 	 If the difference is too great and the latitude
 
is larger for the north-south revolution, these
 
points become the entering points of the revolutions.
 
Otherwise, they become the exiting points. This
 
process continues until a crossing point is found
 
or the number of iterations exceeds ten.
 
The times into the revolutions and the sea surface heights
 
at these crossing points are found by interpolation.
 
A process to determine whether each revolution has crossed
 
other revolutions a sufficient number of times is performed.
 
The process repeatedly deletes revolutions and checks for
 




Examining one crossing point at a time, the difference
 
in sea surface heights (sea surface height of the north-south
 
revolution minus the sea surface height of the south-north
 
revolution) at the crossing point is computed as well as the
 
powers of time along the revolutions at this crossing point.
 
The elements of the normal'matrix BTWB are computed and placed
 
in their appropriate position as are the elements of the BTWY
 
matrix. The noise on each revolution is assumed to be the same.
 
ib37 	 ORIGINAL PA4 
OF POOR QA 
Next, the notth-south revolutions-which .are to be con­
strained are noted and elements of the BTWB matrix are altered
 
to ensure that the cuefficients of the bhias- for this revolution
 
will be small and that adjustments on other revolutions will,
 
necessarily, be made relative to,'this Tevolution.
 
Handling all-crossing point.data for one north-south
 
revolution at a time, inversion of the normal matrix is performed
 
and biases are computed for the north-south revolutions based on
 
the information from each particular north-south revolution under
 
consideration with the south-north passes held fixed. After
 
all the north-south passes have been processed, the south­
north constraints (if any) are applied and the normal matrix
 
for the south~north passes is calculated (Bqn. 2Oj. The south­
north biases are then computed (Bqn. 18) and the north-south
 
biases updated (Eqn. 19).
 






A source deck and binary decks of SEAHT are located
 
at the Wolf Research and Development Group office in Pocomoke
 
City, Maryland. The Honeywell 625/635 run setup consists of
 
the appropriate control cards, the program on binary cards,
 
the desired data cards, and a source of data input. The
 
standard setup for a run consists of the following:
 
* 	 Specification of the FORTRAN FILE units for both
 
the disk files used by the program and the tapes
 
used 	for data input.
 
2 
* 	 Program binary deck.
 




A sample job setup is given in Section 3.4.2.
 
3.4.1 FORTRAN Logical Units
 
In addition to the normal card input and printer output
 
files, SBAHT uses 5 scratch files, writes one output tape,
 
writes 2 additional printer files, and normally uses 1-6 input
 
tapes. All scratch files are sequentially accessed and logically
 
could also be assigned to tapes. However, some of the files ­
particularly unit 12 - are rewound a number of times and could
 
lead to inefficient program operation if assigned to tape.
 











5 Option card input
 
6 Standard printer output
 
10 Output tape of corrected data
 
11 Disk storage during execution
 
12 Disk storage during execution
 
13 Disk storage during execution
 
14 Disk storage during execution
 






* Input tapes (normally multi-file) 
*This set must be comprised of unique numbers different from
 
the other units listed above. Multi-file tapes must be non­
standard label. Single file tapes may be either standard
 
label or non-standard label. A total of up to 6 input tapes
 
may be used in a job.
 
3.4.2 Sample Deck Setup
 
The following is an example of a working deck setup.
 
This particular setup would require that nineteen files be
 
read from the tape with logical unit number 21 (in this case,
 
tape #4572). A height bias would be found for all passes
 
within the area: latitude; 4So-60o, longitude; 285'-300',
 
which are found to cross another pass. Rev 4476, segment 169
 
would not be adjusted and the biases determined for the other
 





1 8 16 
$ IDENT 112293,SEAHT 
$ OPTION FORTRAN 
$ LINK LINKI 
$ LINK LINK2,LINKI PROGRAM BINARY 
DECK 
$ LINK LINK3 
$ LINK LINK4,LINK3 
$ EXECUTE DUMP 
$ LIMITS 20,47K,10K 
$ TAPE9 10,X6D,,,,WJTAPE 
$ FFILE 10,NSTDLB,NOSRLS,FIXLNG/5,BUFS1Z/5,MLTFIL 
$ TAPE 21,X2D,,4572 





















































The program output which would result from the setup
 
described in Section 3.4.2 has been reproduced on the following
 
pages. The printed output shows the area and the number of
 
parameters used (Table 4). A tally of rev types and a list
 
of revs for each type is printed (Table 5). The revs which
 
were constrained are printed in Table 6. Tables 7 and 8 differ
 
only when passes are edited because an insufficient number
 
of crossings exists to solve for the requested set of parameters
 
for each pass. E.g., it is not possible to estimate both bias
 
and slope parameters for a pass with only one crossing, and
 
the pass is accordingly deleted. The allocation of memory
 
for matrices and their starting addresses are shown in Table
 
9. Table 10 shows the biases found (note that Rev 4476/Seg.
 
169 was constrained). Tables 11 and 12 show the corrections
 
made at the crossing points (respective of the north-to-south
 
in Table 11 and the south-to-north in Table 12).
 
Additional output has been included to show the effect
 
that passes reaching maximum latitude have on the program;"
 
i.e., how the program handles passes that can be typed in
 
more than one way (Tables 13-21).
 
The data which is corrected and output on 9-track tape,
 
readable by the ECLIPSE S200, is described in Table 22.
 





LEAST'SQUARES OETERMINATION OF SMOOTHED'SEA SURFACE HEIGHTS
 
CA60ULATED AT INTeRSECTING POINTS OF CROSSING REVOLUTION$
 
CALIBRATION AREA 
LATITUDE 2),O0 TO 45,00 
LONgITUnE 270,00 To 3t5 O0 
HOO PARAMIETERS 1 
NO, Op SOUTH-TU-ORTH REVS ; 7 





















































--.RV Ng- IEGNO. - TYPE OF CONSTRAINT 






ARC CROSSING DATA INPUT FOR THIS RJN
 
OEVO.UTON NO CROSSIVS POINTS MOOTHED SEA SURFACE HEIGHT TIME FROM EPOCH
OREHiSOcH S ET) LONGITUD RORTH-SOUT4 SOUTH-NORTH NORTHASOUTH SOUTH-NORTH
 
(REVISEDO (REV/SEG) (DEGREES) (DEGREES) (METERS) (METERS) 
 (MINUTES) (MINUTES)
4476 169 4610 259 32,45963 291.84035 -53,40365 -53,21657 2144,82202 2094,13519
 
4476 169 -464 271 35,89903 294,58823 v44,48449 -44,83744 :14,9o916 2053.33249
4476 169 44 2 17$ 33.33521 292.52428 '0±,29345 -51,48605 1732,18018 2144.07568
 
4476 %69 4553 2 34,63855 293,55638 47,98243 -48,3899 115,11148 t714,92035
 
4476 169 2394 3 2 27,67233 288,48274 .58,62893 -57,26110 4378.14001 2002,44388
4476 X69 17t0 74 30,58033 290,44606 *58,16207 -57,5 73a6 3025,93799 1970.30901
 
4334 82 45j0 255 35,0788g 289,78633 -5144165 -51.51240 1882,11766 3329.28116
 
434 82 4624 270 38,29404 292,92493 046.23445 .46.0l100 340,3115J 3200,98703
 
4334 82 4482 17$ 35,89952 290,46118 -49,84351 -49,84628 1491,41762 3357.28058
 
4334 82 4353 218 37,11724 291,49623 -48,38o54 .48,41816 901.62082 2895,14792
4334 82 j10 71 33.31563 288,38453 -56.32589 -56,8433 2717,12689 3249.20496
 
44Q 4 249 46j0 255 33,33507 291,17394 -52,53$5t -53,07022 1784.27779 2505,90063
 
4604 249 4624 278 36,70143 293,91276 .45.jJ979 -45,46606 182,41389 2436.2±045
 
404 249 4182 179 34:1 9 522 291,844682 c0.79486 -51,44217 1377,85480 P548,6±484

4604 2 453 2i.8 35 46544 292.88094 247,71143 -48,476j 771.75292 2108.57404
 
46g4 249 2994 312 28,64379 287,70145 055.681851 -55,99393 3979.45212 2450,497/4
 
4404 249 1110 73 31 49521 289,77079 56,72086 *57,42927 2649,26331 2396,45407

46g 4 
 249 2151 422 26.14844 285,99W :59:6 9 884 :51:54139 5134,90631 2391.24704
 
4402 j6ri 4553 21 37.89196 290, 8 101Q -47,82329 48,j835S b35,48232 3267.14432
 
7439117 4482 17 37,89222 288,75j86 o48,02431 -48,741384 532,98451 4311.45142
194 2 4 4610 259 33,37986 29±,13781 s52,75601 -53,1ua49 1688,78401 2526,51672
1774 994 4624 270 36,74141 293,07828 c45.1733, -45,44630 91,68554 2455,56882 
i?74 294 4482 179 34,236J9 291.81462 5o.,86584 -51,42990 1284,28571 2568.91663 
1?74 294 4553 218 35,5l037 292,04657 - *48 20100 *48,53621 679,60391 2128.40247 
1?74 294 2Q9 4 382 28.69168 287.67470 -55.6455 .56,04182 3880,30494 2472,67120
I?74 294 j710 7 31,54o72 289,73684 "56,9946o .57,48225 2552,8564 24i7.68823 
1?74 g94 21.5 422 26,1 9 4L 285,96199 'W5J $2344 :5j,39341 5032,57422 2414,17776
1570 462 46±0 29 34,23416 290.46656 5219679 -53,02664 ±2o2,31419 2929,42444
1576 462 4482 17 35,07230Q 291,14130 .:5:52079 - -51,52854 805,12060 2964.674411076 462 4553 218 
 36 318 292.17323 .48,26258 -49.19711 2x1,50903 2513,41693

2Q9 4  
1576 462 352 29,64004 287,ou87 ,-55,10346 -55.,181 3356.01572 2911,67218 
1576 462 1710 73 32,43319 289.06384 -56,91784 -56,96485 2051,03781 2834.642931576 462 2151 422 27,19240 285,28925 -50,347%3 -50,4452 4489,88635 2871.02502
 
2102 S87 4610 25V 34,2520U5 290.423J &52,33857 -52,98447 1478.91101 2937,87918

21U2 387 _4482 178 35,08976 291,1211.5 :50:66233 -51,48080 1081,68381 2972,95511
2102 3a7 4553 28 
 36,33569 292,1590 -48,16755 
-49,26047 488,02897 2521,43231
2102 337 2094 a82 29,6602c, 286.?8638 --55,05340 -55,05228 3632,77325 2921,04388
2102 387 1710 74 32,45202 289,04?48 .56,81059 -56,96498 2327,69366 2843,66019
 
2102 387 2151 422 27.21384 285,27465 ,51,239t9 *50,2425 4766,73920 2880,85709
 
1478 104 4610 25 35,05774 289,80449 w1,47779 -51,57277 16o6,56949 33190,29059
 





















1170 %04 - 4',5S 218 37,09769 291.51006 
-68,14527 -48,50958 633.7361- 2885,77856 
1178 104 2094 312 30,55628 286,3381t -4 9j659 .5 4 ,6099 3725,01672 3337,09067 
















































































































































-IVF 303 4624 278 33,38137 296.61 83 -44.0705 -44,632V 243,44985 861,44814 

































088 303 2351 ­ 422 21,97517 28,49078- u53.67839 -54,06509 5523,58356 485,65553 
TABLE 7 (Cont.)
 






INOOTHED SEA SURFACE HEIQHT 
NORTH-SOUTH SOUTH-NORTH -









































































4334 82 4f24 278 38,29404 292. 2493 c46,23445 -46,01506 340,31153 3200.98703 



















































4604 249 4553 21f 35,46$65 292.88094 -47.71143 -48.47261 771,75292 2±05,57404 
46q4 249 2C94 332 28,6437G 287,70/45 :55.68188 -55,99393 3979,45212 2450.49774 
4604 249 1i10 73 31 , 4Q3 21  289,77079 -56.72089 -57,42927 2649,26337 2396.45407 
40g4 249 2151 422 26,14844 285.99W :55.69884 :51:54139 5133,90637 2391.24704 
4462 160 4553 2aj 37,89196 290.810 0 -09.82329 -48,18358 535,48232 3267.14432 
4391 117 4*82 17$ 37,89222 288,75386 -48,02431 .48,74884 532,98451 431L,45142 

































































































































































2102 387 1710 74 32,45202 289,04?48 w.56,81059 -56.96498 2327,69366 2843.66019 
2102 307 2151 422 27,21384 285.27465 -.­51,23919 -50.52425 4766,73920 2880,85709 






























































































































































































































































21,?7.288,6978 4P5,49784-53,67839 -55.92331 -54,06509 2884,51242)23,58356 647,50870485,65553 
TABLE 8 (Cant.)
 
$JSA4LY.oYVA4ljC CORE ALLOCATVIQ. 
I~a%040S OF CORE HAVE RUN 





























REV NO SEG NO 
 COEFFICIENTS
 
44X6 169 ... ;O,2?6643E-j4
4434 82 o,260 35i O 
4694 249 
.7Z9j857E 00 
4462 160 0,4381491 o4391 117 0, 481592E 00
 
1974 294 
 0,5189130 (0076 462. 0.2?23978= 00 




355 879 u,7'54 924! 0±
J718 8 0,2282054E )o





REV NO SEG 90 
 CRErFICIENTS
 




44Q2 175 0,1236266E C0
 










REVO6UTIONS CROSSIN PTS; BIASES SEAU P C QIGHTS SA SUP T bGHTS AVERAGE RESIDUALS 
NIS S/N LATITUDE LONGlTJDE N/S N/S S/N N/S 5/N N/S (ADJUSTED) N/S 
.DEGREES) (PEGBEESI _jIETERS) - (MTERSI JMETERS) -(METERS) _(METERS) (HETERS) ..(METERS) (METERS? 
4470 4610 32,459675 291,649314 00,0000 0,2483-.-53#4137 -53,2166 -53,4137 -53.4849 -53,4493 0,0356 
50 48
4S70 '4624 35,99035 24,5OS226 -*;0000 -. '.-44,4345 -44,8374 -44,4845 -01,4222 -44,9533 0,4689
 
_E7. _442_.33,335204 272o124251. !0,0000--01336-"-5,2937 -51j4830 _ -51.2937 -51,6067 - 4O.j565 -
4W7 '4553 34,638564 2f3,596377 -0,0000 0,07S -47,928 -48,3590 -47,9828 -48,4168 -48,1998 0.2170 
4476 2094 27,672798 208,;62736 -0s0000 -" 01±5"- -58,6290 -57,2311 -58,6290 -57;4o26 -58,0158 -0,6132 
497@ .1710_ 30,80333 2aa,4600 .-­ 0o00_._.0095__-58.t621 -57.5731 -58,1621 -57.6325 -57,8913 -0,2648 
4534 4610 35,; 7 8804 2*9d86335 032609 0,2083 .-51,4417 *5±,524 -517a25 -51.7807 -51.,7416 0,0391 
4534 4624 38,294036 ?224925 012609 -,50448 ;46,2345 -46,0t54 -46,4953 -46,5998 -46,5476 0.0523 
4034 4482___35,898524 2909461178 .012 6 09_._ -.± 36.49,8435 -49,8463 - -50,1044 -49,9699 .-50.0371 . -0.0672 
4434 45b3 37,117242 291J,93225 0,2609 0.078 -48,315 -48,4782 -48,6414 -48.5360 -48,5887 -0,0527 
4434 1710 33,316635 288,383526 0,2609 0,0195 -56,3259 -56,b843 -56,5867 -56.6438 -56,6153 0.0285 
4OQ4 461Q 33,336068 2%1,73943 017392 0,283'.-52,5315 -53,0702 -53,2707 -53,3385 -53,3046 _0,0339 
4404 4624 36,701446 213,012762 017392 0,5648 -45,1.98 -45,4661 -45,8590 -46,0508 p45,9549 0,0959 
460 4482 34,193219 291,848816 017392 0,1236 -50,7949 -51,4422 -51,5341 -51,5658 -5t.5499 0.0159 
Q04 .4563 35,468647 292,880936 0,7392 -- 0,078_-47,7114 -48,426 -48,4506 -4@,5305 . -48,4905 0.0399 
440 2094 28,643703 207o74"1 097492 011115",-5516819 -55,9939 -56,4211 -56,654 -56,2932 -0.1278 
404 1710" 31,495209 209,170786 0,7392 0,0295__-56,7209 -57,4293 '-57.4601 -57'4887 -57,4744 0.0143 
404.21§L_.26t14 84 43 2$595491_ _07392 dVApt2676.-50,4988 _-5195414 -51,4380 -51,2937_ .-51,3659 .­0.0721 
446 4553 37,891960 290,818096 0,4101 0#0278" -478233 -4898§36 -48,2414 -48,2414 -48,2414 0. 




1?74 4610 33,79863 '91,139 0g 0,5489 0,2§83 -52,7560 -53,1005 -53,2949 -5J,3688 -53,3319 0.0369 
5.74 4624 36,741929 293,878277 0,5389 _ 0t5048 -45,1733 -45.4563 -45,7122 -46,0?11 -45,8666 0.1544 
1974 4482 34,236194 291,$14617 0.5689 0,1436 -50, 65Q -51,4299 -51,408 -51.5535 -51.4792 0.o744 
1974 4553 35,510372 292,W4665 0,5389 0.0578 -48-2010 -48.5J62 -48,7399 -48.5941 -48,6670 -0.0729 
974 2094 28.691679 287,673752 
__ 0,5389 __ 0!1715 -55,(416 -56,0418 -56.1S05 -56,2033 -56,1919 0.0114 
174 1710 3,940717 209,136F35 0,5689 0,0 95 -56,9947 -57,4823 -57,5336 -57.5417 -57,5376 0.0041 
1974 2151 26.198408 2U5.?61S94 0,5d89 0.2S76 -5 ,0234 -51,3934 -51,5624 -51.1458 -51,3541 -0.2083 
1 7* 4610 34,234157 290,46664 0,2b24 - 0,2483 -52,9967 -53,0266 -53.2491 -53,2949 -53,2720 0.0229 
1476 4482 35,072296 29J.4j1.V0 0,2524 0,1?36 -51,5208 -51,5285 -51,7732 -51.65?2 -51,7127 -0.0605 
iV76 453 36.31888 ;92,±7325 0,2524 0,W8 -48,Z626 -49,1971 -48,515o -49,255 -48,8850 0.3700 
1 76 2094 Z,291640040 287,t00E66 0,2524 ,,.ZI5 -"55,j035 -55,0182 -55,3559 -b5;1897 -55,27)8 -0.0831 
0 76 1711 32.433189 209,,63P31 o,2524 .0*95 -56,9f78 .-56,9848 -57,1702 -57,0443 -57,1073 -0.0630 
170 215 27.192479 285,e9?46 0,2524 e,2P76 -50,3471 -50,4745 -50,5595 -50,2269 -50,4132 -0.1863 
2102 4610 34-252C49 2?0,'52312 014048__.. 0,2683 -52.3386 -52.9845 -52,7434 -56,2528 -52,9981 0.2547 
2Z02 4482 35,089757 291.l27jo6 0,4U48 0,1?36 "50,6623 -51,4808 -51,0671 -51,6044 -51,3358 0.2687 
2;02 4553 364335685 ;?2,159(-65 0,4048 0,08 -48.1676 -49,2605 -48,5723 -49,3183 -48,9453 0,3730 
202 2094 29,660255 286.06382 0.4948 _.,1Z15 - 55.534 -55,o523 -55,4582 -55,2238 -55,4410 -0-1172 
21C2 1710 32.452020 289,549080 0,4048 0,0 95 -56,b106 -56,9650 -57,2154 -57.0245 -57,1199 -0.0955 
2;09 215% 27.213644 285,2746 4 0,4048 *Q,2476 -5±.,392 -5e,5242 -51,6d4Q -50,2766 -50, 9 6v 3 -0.6837 
1470 4610 35.057742 289,$03u90 0,2882 - 0,§83 -51,4778 -51,5728 -51,7659 -51,8411 -51,8065 0.0376 
1;7§ 4624 38.275364 292,5415,80 0,2882 0,5e48 -46,4643 -46,0627 -46,7525 -46,6174 -46,6849 -0.0675 
147§ 4482 35.878066 290,478263 0,2882 0,1? 6 750,0230 -49,8574 -50,3112 -49.9610 -50,1361 -0.1751 
TABLE 11 (Cont.)
 
t%78 4553 37,097687 291110o3 0,2882 0-0778 . -48,3453 -48,5096 -48,4334 -48,5674 -48,5004 o,0670 
..1Z7Q 2094 30.556280 286,33808 0,2882 0,1715- -­ 4,0166 -54,9820 055,2047 -55,1535 -55,1791 -0,0256 
1Z70 1710 33,294276 208,400,148 0,2862 - 00595 -- 55, 198 -56.5988 *56,2o79 -56,6583 -56,4331 0,2252 
J%78 2151 28.154114 2e4,6264 06 0,2682 10,2A76 -51,3435 -5s,7562 -51,63 6 -51,5086 -51,5701 -0,06±5 
.415_ 4610._.33.304506 291,t28191 7,2549 0!2483 -46,9423 -53,1164 _-54,1972 -53,3847 -53,7909 -0.4063 
4952 4624 36,755324 293,066456 7,2549 " 0,5048 -41,202± -45.4424 -48,457o -46,0±72 -47,2371 -1.2199 
3059 4482 34,250523 291,803204 7o2549 0,1?36-'-45,987 -51,40 -52,4536 -515537 -52.0036 -0.4499 
352 4553 -35,524237 292,635j78-- 7--72 49 _0j0,08._--43,0151 .48,530 -50,2700 -48,6±09 -49,44o4 -0.8295 
3552 2094 98.707930 207,562431 7,2549 -0.115 -46,75j -56,0425 -54,o0oo -56.2±40 -55.1120 1.1020 
3552 1710 31,556008 2$9,Y25418 7,2549 " 0,005 -49,9538 -57.4?69 -57,207 -57;5563 -57,3825 0.1738 
552 215j 26,215442 285,950465 .7,2549 _ 0276--40.5810 .51,3434 -47.8360 -51,0957 -49,4658 _. j.6299 
1710 4610 31,577943 292,$14776 0,2282- 0,2083 -52,975 -52,6517 -53,0257 -52,9200 -52.9728 -0.0528 
1710 4624 35.091232 295,t530U7 0,2282 0,5948 -44,5310 -45,o§jS -44,7592 -45,6463 -45,2027 0.4436 
11±9 4452 32,471801 293.$9754 0,2282 0,1436 - -50,5476 -50.7039 -50,8758 -50,8275 -50,8517 -0.0242 
1718 4553 33,803059 ?94,Z2187 0,2282 0,0 78 -470806 -48,0481 -48,108B -48,1059 -48,1073 -0.0014 
1710 2094 26,697291 209,f4870 0,2282 0t115 -­58.2255 -58,0520 -58,4537 -58,2235 -58,3386 -0.1151 
171Q 1710 _ 29.660306 291,i311z4 Q,2282 . ,095 -_-57,t6 65 -57,3074 . -57,3947 -57f3669 -57,3808 -0.0139 
17il 215Z 24,1±1718 247,537t24 0,2282 10.2!76 -52,a6oS -52,8640 -53,0887 -52.6164 -52,8525 -0.2362 
190 4610 29,717535 2?3,B793 095026 0,2483. -52,4204 -52,6515 -52,9231 -52.9198 -52,9214 -0.0016 
_i?89 462W .33.381367 2?6,15329 0,5026- .0548"---44,006 -44,Zt33 -44,5732 -44,7180 -44,6456 0,0724 
1980 4482 30.648543 1?44s2044 0,5026 0,1g36 -50,046 -51,7066 -51,3072 -51.8302 -51,5687 0.2615 
1989 4553 32,036525 2Y5,I04011 0,5026 10,978 -44.4992 -44,7234 -45,0o19 -44.7812 -44,8915 -0.1103 
Ld TABLE 11 (Cont.)
 
4t8 2O94 24,648965 290,10675 0,5026 O,1Xi5 -58.4293 -58,6978 -58,9320 -58,8693 -58.9006 -0,0313 
I8§ 1710 27,722684 292,473713 0,5026 o!oW95 -..-55,4978 -55.9233 %56,0005 -55.9828 -55,9916 -0.0088 
iV8 2151 21.975166 288,&98776 0,5026 0,2#76- -53,6784 -54,0§51 -54,1810 -53.8175 -53.9992 -0.1818 
MEAN OF RtSZDUALS "Qowooo 





REVOLUTIONS CROSSING PTS. BIASES SEA SURgACE HEIGHTS SEA SURFACE HEIGHTS AVERAGE RESIDUALS
 
S N N/S LATITUDE LONGITUDE $/N $/N N/S S/N N/S S/N (ADJUSTbD) S/N 
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) _ _(METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) 
4616 4476 32,459675 2?1±,493f4 0;2683 0o,00o0 - '53,166 -53o4137 -5,4849 -56.4137 -53,4493 -0,0356 
A51 4334 35.078804 289,1863j5 0,2683 0,2P09 -5j,5124 -51,4417 -51,0807 -51,7025 -5j,7416 -0.0391 
4610 46U4 33,336068 29±,t73Q43 0;2683 0,7392__ -53,0702 -52,5415 -53,3385 -53,2707 -53,3046 -0.0339 
4410 1974 33,379863 291,139309 0'2683 0,589 -53.,005 -52,7560 -53,368B -5J,2949 -53,3319 -0.0369 
4410 1576 34,234157 290,66564 0,2683 0,2 24 -53,0266 -52,9967 -53,2949 -53,2491 -53.2720 -0.0229 
4 1 2±02 34,252049 270,452312 0,2683 ,448_ -52,9845 -52,3486 -53.2528 -52,7434 -52,9981 - "0.2547 
40±6 1178 35,057742 ?89,863490 0;2683 0,2§82 -5j,5728 -5j,4778 -51,84±1 -51,7659 -51,8035 -0.0376 
4§1S 3552 33,394506 2?1,f28591 0,2683 7,2P9 "53,1j64 -46,9423 -53,3847 -54;1972 -53,7909 0.4063 
441± 1718 31577943 292,514976 .2683 __0, 2Z82__ -52,6517 -52,7975 752,9200 -53,0257 _.-52,9728 0,0528 
461t 1988 29,717535 293.$77193 0,2683 0,5V26 -52,6515 -52,4204 -52,9198 -52.923j -52,9214 0.0016 
4624 4476 35.899035 294,488226 o,5648 'O,0p00 -44,8374 -44,4845 -45,4222 -44.4845 -44,9533 -0.4689 
-- 4624 4334 36,294036 212,1249 25 0,5848 _.0,2609 -46,0j5j -46,2645 *46,5998 -46,4953 -46,5476 -0.0523 
4624 4604 36,701446 293,912762 0,5848 - 0,70q2 -45,4661 -45,1198 -46,0508 -45,8590 -45,9549 -0.0959 
4024 1974 3E,741929 293.67F277 0;5848 0,5089 -45,4363 -45,1733 -46a02±1 -45,7122 -45,8666 -0.1544 
4424 j78 - 3E,275364 292,41580 .0.5848 .___O! 2§82-46,0327 -46,4643 -46,6074 -46,7525 -46,6849 0.0675 
4424 3552 36,755324 2?3,066856 05848 7,2 49 -45,4324 -4±,2021 -46,0172 -48;4570 -47,2371 1.2199 
4420 1718 35,091232 2a55407 0,584B Q,2482 -45,0615 -44,5310 -45,6463 -44,7592 -45,2027 -0.4436 
4624 988 33,381367 276,615829 0;5648 _ 0,5P26- -44,4333 -44,0706 -44,7±80 -44,5732 -44,64b6 -0.0724 
4682 4476 33,335204 2?2,I24812 0,236 10,0oo -51,4830 -51,2937 -51,6067 -51,2937 -51,4502 -0.1565 
4682 4334 35,898524 290,61178 0t1236 0!2609 .-49,8463 -49,8435 -49,9699 -50,1044 -50,0371 0.0672 
TABLE 12
 
4482 4604 t4.193219 291.$48116 0,1236 0,7092 -51.4422 -50,7949 -51,5658 -51.5341 -51,54 9 9  -0,0159 
4_82 4391 37,892222 288,5357 .0,1236 ___Q,8A82 .-48,7488 -48,0243 -48,8725 -48,8725 -48,8725 0. 
418P j974 34,236194 291,61467 0,1236 0,5089 -5,4299 -5o,8659 -51,5535 -51.4o48 -51,4792 -O.g744 
4q82 1576 15,072296 2911t423O0 0,1236 0,2 24 -51,5285 -51,5208 -51,6522 -51;7732 -51,7127 0.060 
4d89 2102 35,089757 291.27±o6 0,1236 . 0.4048 _ -51,4808 -50,6623 -51,6044 -51.0671 -51,3358 -0,2687 
4482 ±578 35,878066 290,47b233 0;1236 0,2e82 -49,8374 -50,0230 -49,9610 -50,3112 -5o,1361 0,1751 
4682 3552 34.25o523 ?91.$032c4 Q,J236 7,2549 -51,4301 -45,987 -5j.5537 -52.4536 -52,0036 0,4499 
4$82 $718 32,471801 2?3,j897 4 0,1236 0, 82_ " 5 0 , 7 03 -50,6476 -50,275 -5018758 -50,8517 0,0242 
4482 1988 30.648543 ??4,552044 0,1236 0,5026 -51,7066 -50,8046 -51,8302 -51,3072 -51,5687 -0,2615 
4 53 4476 34,638564 293,556377 0,0578 0O,o000 -48,3590 -47,9"28 -48,4168 -47,9828 -48,1998 -0,2170 
453 4334 37,117242 1W,49'225 0,o578 0.2 09 -48.4702 -48,3805 -48,536o -48,6414 -48,5887 0.0527 
4 53 46 4 35.468647 P92,8 r936 0,0578 g,772 -48,4726 -47,7114 -48,5305 -46,4506 -48,4905 -0,0399 
4 53 4462 37.891960 290,61P096 0,0578 0481 -48,1836 -47,8233 -48,24$4 -48,2414 -48,2414 o. 
4753 1974 35,510372 2$2,8465A5 0,0578 0,5089 -48,5362 -48,20$0 -48,5941 -48,7399 -48,6670 0.0729 
4554 1576 31,38888 292,i73225 0,0578 0,2.24 -49,1971 -48,2626 -49,2550 -48,500 -48,8850 -0.3700 
45J 2102 36.335685 2?2,s5?065 o;o78 0,4048 -49.2605 -48,1676 -49,3183 -48,5723 -48,9453 -0,3730 
- 453 178 - 37,097687 2??,±1063 __ 00578 0.2@82 . -48.5096 -48,1453 -48,5674 -48,4334 -48,5004 -0,0670 
4753 3552 35,524237 292,835178 0;0578 7,2549 -48,5530 -43,0151 -48t6j09 -50,2700 -49,4404 0.8295 
4753 1718 33,803059 V94,221687 0,0578 0,2?82 -48.0481 -47,8806 -48,1059 -48,1088 -48,1073 0.0014 
4753 - %g8a 3?,036575 295,18401.L _ 0,0578 __. ,526_-44,7234 -44,4992 -44,7812 -45.0019 -44,8915 0,1103 
2Q94 4476 27,672798 208,$82736 0;1715 0,0o00 -57,231 -58,6290 -57,4o26 -58,6290 -58,0158 0.6132 
RV9j 4604 2a,643703 287,r741 0,1715 0!7§92 -55.9939 -55,68§9 -56,$654 -56,4211 -56,2932 0.1278 
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
 
2094 1974 2R,691679 287,575M2 0 1715 095489 -56,03jR -55,6416 -56,2033 56,1805 -56,1919 -0.0114 
2094 1576 2,640040 287,500866. o±7± .0021245 -55.0182 -55.1035 -55,1897 -55,3559 -55,2728 0.0831 
2V94 2102 29,660255 2*6,986382 0#,715 - 0, 4 04 8 -55.0523 -55,o534 -55,2238 -55,4582 -55,3410 0.1172 
209 4 1178 33,556280 286, 35juS 0.1715 -0.2082 -54,9820 -54,9166 -55,1535 -55,247 -55,1791 0.0256 
2_a;94__ 3552 . ,707930 207,6623,51 oa;1715_ 7,2449___-56,0425 -46,7551 - -56,2j40. -54;0±ol -55,1120 -1.1020 
209j 1718 26,697291 289,943870 0,j7j5 0,2482 -58,0520 -58,2255 -58,2235 -58.4537 -58,3386 0.1151 
2094 1988 24.648965 290,1O675 0,1715 0,5P26 -58,6978 -58,4293 -58,8693 -58.9320 -58,9006 0.0313 
I11 4474 _30,580333 2?O,t40a6o A0595_.--!,00 00....-575731 -58,$621 -­_57,6325 -­50,1621 -57,8973 
- 0.2648 
1710 4334 33,316635 208,$3526 0,0595 0,2409 -56.5843 -56,3259 -56,6438 -56,5867 -56,6153 -0.0285 
171g 46U4 31,495209 249,73786 0 0595 - 0,7*92 -57-4293 -56.7209 -57,4887 -51,4601 -57.4744 -0.0143 
1710 1974 31,540717 209,734635 0,095 _ a,59__ -57,4823 .56,9947 -57-5417 :57;5336 -57,5376 -0,0041 
1710 1576 32,433189 289,163831 0;0595 0,2 a4 -56,9848 -56,9178 -57,0443 -57,1702 -57,1073 0.0630 
vi73 2102 32,452020 209,40480 0,o095 0,4048 -56,9650 -56,8106 -57,745 -57.2154 -57,1199 0.0955 
hIZI 1178 33.294276 288,40948 oo595 .2082_- -56,5988 -55,9198 -56,6583 -56.2079 -56,4331 -0.2252 
17_U 3552 31.556008 289,723418 0,0595 7,2 49 -57,4969 -49,9538 -57,5563 -57,087 -57,4825 -0.1738 
17IJ 1718 2?,660306 291,111824 0,0595 0,2482' -57.3074 -57,4665 -57,3669 -57,3Q47 -57,38u8 0,0139 
._d10 1988 . 292,4737±3 0,o595 0,5026 -7,722684"55,9 33 -55,4978 -55,9828 -56,0005 -55,9916 0.0088, 
2;51 46U4 26,148443 ?09,793491 
-0.2476 0,7§92 -51.5414 -50,6988 -51,2937 -51.4380 -51,3659 0.0721 
2Z5 1974 26.198408 285,941994 "0,2476 0,5089 -51.3934 -51,0234 -51,1458 -51,5624 -51,3541 0.2083 
2151 1576 __27,192479 ?45,281246 -0,2176 . .,224 _- -50.4745 -50,3471 -50,2269 -50,5995 -50,4132 0.1863 
2151 2102 27.213844 285,274654 
-0.2476 0,4048 . -50,5242 -5±,2692 -50,2766 -51,6440 -50.9603 0.6837 
2;5q 1178 28,154114 284,626606 
-0,2476 o!2582- -51,7562 -51.3545 -51,5086 -51,6316 -51,5701 0.0615 
ORINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
 































CEAST SVQUARES DETERMINATION OF SMOITAED SEA SURFACE HEIG4TS
 




m TITUDE 5500 TO 67;00

LONGITUDE 300,00 TO 330,00
 
No:OF PARAMETERS 4 1
 
NOl Or SOUTHJTO-NOITN REVS a 9
 


















































































































































4562 222 2673 376 63;49440 328,43145 52,87172 52,48216 4.98651 5,293il 
4562 222 6AI 564 61:13542 316,89210 64.98653 41,40091 6;60434 9,03104 
4562 222 1167 i0± 61;11054 316,83937 55.67219 64,f3549 6.61237 8.643?8 
626 556 626 556 65j2U77 300,44065 11'14063 jii4063 1657750 16;57750 
TABLE 16
 
ARC C%3SSING DATA USED FOR ADJUSTMENTS 
RFVOLUTION No C8OSSING POINTS SMOOTHED SEA SJRFACE HEIGHT TIME FROM EPOCH 
NORTH-SOUTH SOUTH-NDRTH LATITJQE LONGITUDE NORTH-SOUTH SOUTH-NORTH NORTH-SOUTH SOUTH-NORTH 
CREV/SEGI (REV/SEGa 
 tD2GPFS) CD6GREES (METERS) IMETERS) tMINUTESi (MINUTES)




 26!6 360 - 65 12O45 325.57243 -- 6085156 60;a5156 8.37898 - 8.37898 
2658 360 2829 479 65,4635 320,82355 50,1682 44,53872 0.93132 14,04771

4236 15 2829 
 479 65o04342 3kO.9±197 43od±9V 44,65421 5,74540 14.0740
 
4236 15 42Z6 j5 65112493 325,38430 51t928t1 51,9218& 5.22347 5,22387
4 8 3 5
4577 232 640 563 64.72919 317,71224 4, 34 33,16425 5:63083 
-1.229114577 232 2829 479 £4945±9 323,33159 - 52;49.392 51,0603X 5;20089 ±3t75370 
- 4562 222 -- 640 563 " - 63156482 329,57e67 54.66899 56,53514 4.83760 
-4,44844 -4562 222 2673 376 63N49440 328,43145 52:87172 52,48216 498651 
 5.29311
4562 222 641 564 61±,3342 316,89210 64,98653 41I40091 
 6;60434 9.o3±o4
4562 222 1167 1O 61j1j954 316,83937 55.67219 64,53549 6!61237 8;64328







599WORDS OF COE HAVE BEEN
 









































































563 -0,85V335 4E at
 




232 0,3Q65A 3B4 at
 










































640 640 65;134333 30b,99883% 
-8,5834 
-8,5834 22,4297 22,4297 31.003 .3:0±30 31,0130 0, 
26 8 2658 65;129446 325,72426 7,2Vo3 7,2303 60,8516 60,8516 53'.6212 3:6212 53:6212 0, 
2658 2829 65;046348 320,82355 7,23o3 i;6522 5dj168 44,5387 4W6865 42:8865 42:8865 O. 
4236 2829 65;043416 320.?11968 -O,00ou . 1,6522 43,0o20 44,6542 43;6020 43:0020 43.00a20 O , 
4236 4236 65;124931 325,5843oo -0,0009 OA 51,0219 51,9219 51:9219 51:9219 51;9219 O, 
4577 640 64;729195 39;%2238 3,085S -8;5834 44,634 33,1643 4 ,147641'7476 41,7476 O, 
4577 2829 64,945159 323,331593 3,0858 1,6522 
__ 52,4939 gi,o6o3 49.4061 49:4086 49,4081 a, 
4562 640 63,664815 329 , 786t7 j0,4495 -8'5834 54,6690 56,935% 65718 9 65'$jj8 65.1185 0, 
4562 2673 63,494395 328'.431454 i0#4495 -±0:839± 52,8717 52,4822 63'.3212 63:3212 63.3212 0, 
4562 641 61,133418 316,592101 &±o,449 "34,0351 64,9865 411400 75,4360 75:4360 75:4360 0, 
4562 j167 61,19545 316"'WJ937± mio,449 l"5862 55,6722 64,1355 66"127 66:1217 66:12±7 0. 
626 626 65,120769 300,44651 O, 1 ,1406 11,1406 11i406 11:1406 ',14fl6 0, 
MEAN OF RESIOUALS 0, 
STANDARD DEVIATION O, 
TABLE 20
 
REVCLUTIONS CROSSING pTS, BIASES SEA SURFACE0 H4 IGUTS SEA PSU ~IaH-TS AVERAGE RESIDUALS
 


















640 640 65.134333 306,998833 
-8,5834 -8.5834 22.4297 2214297 31,030 31:0i3o 310130 0. 
640 4577 64,729195 319'712238 -8,5834 3,0858 33,1643 44,8334 4t.7476 41j7476 41;7476 0, 
649 4562 63.664815 329,578667 -8,5834 -104495 56,5351 54,6690 65;1185 65:i85 65,1±85 0, 
2658 2658 65,129448 325? 72426 7,2W04 712303 6d,8516 60.0516 5316212 53:6212 53.6212 0, 
2673 4562 63;494395 328;431454 io,8;9t -10;4495 52,4822 52,0717 63.32±2 63:32±2 63:3212 0. 
2829 2658 85;046348 32o82355 1,6522 712303 44,5387 50,1±68 42.6865 42:8865 42.8865 0, 
2829 4236 65,0434±6 320,11±960 J,652 -0,0000 44,6542 43,0020 4376o 43:0020 43;O92o O, 
2829 4577 64,945139 323,331593 196522 31085A 51,0603 52,4939 4?P408± 49:4081 49,4081 O, 
4236 4236 65;12491 325,84300 a, -00000 51,9219 51,9219 51;9219 51.9219 51:9219 0, 
626 626 65.120769 30o0g40651 Of, a_ 1,j446 lo11406 11'406 11:1406 l;i4q6 O, 
641 4562 61,133418 316,89210i 34,0351 q$0a4499 4j.4009 64,9865 75;4360 75:436d 75:4360 O. 










WORD NO. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
 
1 I Dummy (0)
 
2 
 I Dummy (0)
 
3 I No. of Data Records
 
4 I Segment No.
 




WORD NO. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
 
1 I Time (milliseconds)
 
2 I Latitude (milliseconds)
 
3 I Longitude (milliseconds)
 
4 I Sea Surface Height (micrometers)
 







Several dimensions have been set in SBAHT to values
 
sufficiently high to accommodate all runs that are expected
 




0 	 Number of North-South passes < 200
 
* 	 Number of South-North passes < 200
 
* 	 Number of data records per pass < 2000
 
(=33 minutes at the 1/second data rate)
 




* 	 Total number of input data tapes < 6.
 
Within limits, all the above dimensions could be significantly
 
increased if needed, without increasing the total core used
 
by the program. The arrays used in the parameter estimation
 
portion of the program are all dynamically allocated, and so
 
the number of passes that can be processed depends upon the
 
number of parameters estimated per pass, and the amount of
 
core that is available.
 
SEAHT will not function properly if:
 
* 	 Some revolutions do not cross either a constrained
 






[here are no error terminations in SEAHT, and improperly setup
 










A listing of the working version of the program follows.
 



















































24 WRITE(6 ) IHMORE,p ICCE(K) 
24 5 FORMAT(fj9,XjiCHARLYDYNAMIC PORE ALOCATOR-t,//,16,
25 ,'WORDS OF CORE HAVE BEEN',/,'DISTRIBUTED AMONG THE FOLLOWING', 
1	 3 K KEX 8 
00 20 	 1
-, ARRAX$,,//;IoXSNR l X6 /AOX,.INSREVf,5Xi/OXISUMI',
27 	 .6X ,I6,jOXrS,JM21,6X;I61/IOX*IpELTAfSX,16#'/,1OX,'8BIAS',5XI6,
2§ 	 ./,1OXfKNSTe,,XfI6/,4OX,'ARRAYV,5X,16)
 
34 1%1 FORMAT(I2,YcH.CRLY HAS BEEN UNSUVCESSFUL iN ALLOCATING CORE,')
 
2? CALL LLINKC(jfLtNK2 
30 CALL LLINK5HLINK3 
403$ 
62 CALL CUARLYtKOREBoIMORE;NCORE,ICQRE GO TO 1o9 
OREG,$100 
0 100 WRITE(5,1O±) 






3 	 END 








5 COMMON/TAPEgeINTP;IOUT'GTAP# ISQRc5)IPOUT . 









57345 0Q 03-16-77 ±6,998 
I ONUMBER 







6 DO 10 lmfp 1 
7 IF(K.EQJA(').GO TO 20 
tO CONTINUE 
RETURN 




LI, -L NK 
1 2 1 4 5 1 1 1 1 1I II12 11 IIt I I F 1; It 21 21 11 73 24 75 15 11 N 21 to 31 32 M 3t 36 3; U 31 41 4 I 43 44 4i 41 41 41 51 51 52 $3 4 5 u 11f 59 to 61 17 $364 to if61 $1 to ]a 1l 11 1] 14 15 71 11 11 isto 
I 11I 1 1 1 1 1 1I I I I I I I I I- I I I I III 
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
 
4444 4 44 444 44 44 4 444 4 444 4 444 44 4 444 4444 4 44 44 44 44 4444 4 44 4444 4444 444 444 4 4 4 4 4 4444 44 4
 
5 5 55 5 555 5 55 55 555 55 55 5 555 55 55 55 559939999955 5 55555 55 5 55 5555 55 555 55 5 555 5555 555 55 5555 55 55
S 91214 -9999999 99999599ll099999
 
686 6 66 66 6 6 66 6 6 66 66 6 6 6 6 6 66 0 66 666 6 6 65 66 6 6 2222222222222222222222222226 6 66 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 656 6a6 66 6 6656 6 6 6 22222 2222 22222222222222 
7 7 7 7 7 7 1 17II7 7O 7 7 I I2 7 7I 7 7 7 1] 75 7 7I 7 7 I 15 7[ 7 $ 7 1 4| I 7 17 71 7I 7I 7G 7I 1 117i]7 72 faO8OOOO7 4 II 1 7 1 $ 7 7Q 1 1 bG8OaCCOODOD8OD1OaODIOI7 7 1 5 I 5 i 1¢ 7 7$ 11i 17 11 7l7I 7f 8aOaCa1U8bDDDafl8
bn8booanoffaIo188 one8D aDO 











6 INTEGER DAT(8I,SNTAPE,ScRBREVNQCDNAMEdIA) 'CARDIDtTAPLIMUNI0
 















15 COMMON/ALT/MithRRAY(4,iOOO)N J;A RY(fl4 O00)
 
















21 DATA CDNAHEt6HtREA ,6HPARAM ,6HNOPATA6HCONSTR,6HEDIT o6HDATA
 






2 	 , MAXLATd0YO/e





























57365 0 03-16-77 16,999
 
43 GO TO 20
 




46 I=NUMBBR CARDID,CDNA IENARD)
 



















VW READ(SORB) NONS,NOSN 
58 Go TO 6 
5 4 IKNSTRVI4NSTR+l cc 
60 KNSTR(IKNST h:)=DT1(1)4OOQOO,T1O+)TI(?)*1O,O I 
.4 61 KNSTR(IKNSTS42=IARRAY Z5.
 
6H 00 TO 6 OI 
6,3 5 EDIT=DT1()U 
60 Go TO 6 
60 7 CALL SELDELdITPII.TAPEIARRAYDT±,SE ECTKNQ)
 
60 O TO 6
 
67 8 CALL SELPELlITPAI!TAPSI!ARRAYDTtDEGTE'KNA)
 
6y 9 ISETVll 
70 GO TO 6 
71 10 ZEROMDT(l1) 
72 WRITE(6,tODj) ZERO 
73 1003 FORMAT(IX,tA ZERO OPTION USED W:TH'Dm3t5,LONQITUDE ZERO-SET') 
74 GO TO 6 
75 ±1 MINVTE=,FALg, 
76 00 TO 6 
77 50 IF(NODATA) 85TIJRN
 














57s3r5 01 03-i6-77 16,9?
 
d IF(NUMBER(RVNOSELECT(1;!),KNQ(L)),PTOY GO To 60
 
86 IrcKNOMl,NO'OD GO TO r;i
 
87 IF(NWHBER(RVNOJDELET±(iA!,KNA{L);D,Q1Y 0 TO 60
 
a@ 61 READ(tUNITtEND90) WODS
 








0 65 REAP(IU tTeaNDm78) NCDS
 
9 (wORns(2);LT4 MINLAT,0R,WORDS(2),GTIMAXLAT) GO TO 65
 
IF(WQRDS(3)LT.MINLONORWORDS(3),GT MAXLON) GU TO 65
 










xIl. IF(MLE,) 90 TO 74
 










;Q§ GO TO 79
 






;IV IF(MLE,1o0$) jO TO 63
 
;11 78 IF(NR,LE.O) d0 TO 90
 
















;20 IF(CPRTL,,GTWd) GO TO 6Q
 






A22 WRITE(SJTAP ) REVNO#NtlARRAY
 






2? 55 CONTINUE 
;24 ENOFIL6 NSTAPE 













DO 57 LutNl 





Z40 57 CONTINUE 










00 150 N:±WNN 
45 ~ READ(SNAPEOENIPZZSO) REVNO1NJARRY 
4 Ir(ZER0. 0Q.o) Go O 50!9 
;58 00 70 L=ZNU 
X51 IFCIARRY(3.f9-7,ERO),GElOOJ 00 TQ 09 
;52ARRY(31yL):Aa8YP#.3I*SOLE$o
 
x~i 00 TO 70 04 69 ARRY(3tLCABRV(SeLb.ZERO 







;64 IFCP7,GTt0,qOR.DS,GTt,O GQ TO J50 
Z64 CALL CRS(COSYRS~ELTi #XA~ELQoNA~ 
65ENLNGt E9LATNS EXLNSN, ZNDC) 
X6§ IF(TNDg,5O,1) 00O TO 13h0 
;6? CALL GHTLM(gCRDSS;YCR ss, GI ,GJTI,T4? 
69 

6§!P(ZER0, ,0.0 GO TO 12
 
57315 01 U3-16-77 16,99?
 




































87 LWLEAST SQUASES DETERMINATION OF $MOOTHED SEA SURFACE HEIGHTSO'//,





gB 3000 FORMAT(////;57Y,ICALI31ATION AREAI,/#A1X 'LATITUDR tF8,2,
 




93 3001 FORMAT(tQIJD3X,'NO,DF OARAMETEaS * 1,91)
94 WRITE(6,.08)3 NN
 
























07 68 WRITE(IflUT,too$) ISN,ISNSFG
 
40 1005 FORMAT(f',OX,NRTHTOwSOUTH R V0LWTIONSf,/,54X,
 
?Q? qREV NO S NO',l)
 
?IO 1006 FORMAT(I ',$4XI5,6XI5)
 








R14 DO 3007 K2104IKNSTR
 
40 KNREVKSTRj~,sw p00O00 
410 <NSEG(INST(K,)-KNREV*10QO0O)/4o
417 IFCKNSTRK,2)PQj) WitTE(6,aoQj) KNR2V,-KNSEG
 
41 ~ IPCKNSTR(K,),Ea1 3) WiVTE(6,30051 KNa5VIKNSEG-­
4? Ir(KNSTR(K#g),FQ,3) WRITE(6.30Q61,KNBEVKNSEO

28 3007 CONTINUE 
21 ~2999 FORMAT( 'AP7Xho4**** ***kCON$TRAINPn REVS*4**o****' ,///, 43'( 
224 #'REV N0'L0X00'EG NO',1QX,'TYPE 0F CONSTRAINTl,,i,65XsfHEIGHTl,3X, 
?23 lfSLQPE',3X.1OVnVAruREf,/1)
?24 ~3006 FORMAT(44X,'?56x#1,IO1X#It*',7X4fv±9, 1 *L,
 
?2 ~3065 RORMAT{45X,15,ixIl~,0X, '*'pX-fi.
 




20 210 WRITE(IQUT,#Q001 
0, 42? WRITE(IOUT,!002)
LA ?30 W-RITE(IOVTol7Qi) 
231 REWIND SgRO 
2 READ(SGR6) q11 
233 220 REAP(SORuENJfl14O) DATA 
?3q ~ IFiPATA(14,ROj,NI1NUS) 240 TO 220 













442 ISNSEG (DATAX2v-ISN*±090OQ)/1O 
43WRITE IOUT, 1003) INS, I SSEGtISN; IPNSEP&DATA (3)eDATA(4) DATA (5), 
24 ,DATA(6)sPDATW(7sDATAC8) 











4 5 1 122
 
25? NLIMfl4M 
57W5 01 U3-i-77 16,999 
453 330 DO 350 I!f4OLI
 
454 IF(NUMBER(INOLECI4AI)NDELT(I]:), e,OI 0 TO 350
 
*q*lo 1457 DO LOOP INDEX I MAY NOT BE REDE'INED LN CALL OR ABN)RNA-FUNCTION
 




457 O 340 J1,I ATA
 
25@ IF(CRSNGS(JdUI).NEI GO TO 340
 






462 340 IF(NcRQSS,GBN3PAR1 G0 TO 350
 
263 IF(NQROSS,EO,0O Go TO 345
 
?64 IT=NSREV(I)












4 7 NDELT(II:=NDELTCII)+1 
V J=NDELT(II)
 









V@ IF(II,LE.2) 00 TO 330
 




48 DO 410 I1t,12
 
?82 D0 410 J~ls
 








?87 IF(ILIM,Q,6) 10 TO 4201
 
404 DO 415 ImitNLII1 
?85 415 IP(NUMBR(NONLECIt)Il),N.O) INTNOS(I, I)zO 
***T*N 1457 DO LOOP INDEX I MAY NOT BE REDEFINED IN CALL OR ABNORMAL FUNCTION 
98 420 NLIMNN 
49% DO 4'0 14imm 









997 DO 435 IPINN
 


















O7 IF(IJ,EQO) IJUNUMSER(KSNREVINCSN) 
W0 IF(IUEQ,,O) 0O TO 450 
40V NOKNST=NQKNeT+t 
416 Do 475 J ±.2 














40 550 READCSCR,Efblt00) DATA
 













1 2659 GO TO 5500;
21 590 IF(NDATA#GTWO) WRITE(DATAPE)DATA






432 GO TO 2±Q
 
3S 6000 FORMAT(lA±,5XITHE CONSTRAINED ARC'.17IHAS BEEN PELETED')

434 7000 FORMAT(H.,3oXjvARC CRSSING DATA IN9UT FOR THIS RUN')
 
57 f5 Ci u3-16-77 16,999
 
435 7001 FORMAT(lIQ',?XREVOLuTON NOIi2X,CBOSSING POINTSt,6X,
 
30 I'SMOOTUEO SEA SURFACE HE1GHT', X.jTI0 FROM EPOOHI),
 
437 7002 FORMAT(' to2X,9NORTH.SOUTH SOUThdNOHHtlS5X,LAT1TUDE LONGITUPE't
 
M 24XrNORTH-SUTH SOUVT.NORTH',4XNO TH-SOUT SCUTH-NORT'H')
 




441 7004 FORMAT(CH±jOXj,'ARC CROSSING DAT,A YSBQ FOR ADJUSTMENTS')
44 7005 FORMAT(I to Xi (REV/S--G)li Xtt(R V/SPG)II 6Xil(DEGREES)lt Xi
 






i.470 EQUALITY OR NON-E2UALITY CDMPARISON M4Y NOT BE MEANINGFUL IN LOGICAL IF EXPRESSIONS 
*4t7 W 7 MEHORY EXBANDqD, USE SLIMITS OR CORgn OPTON FOR NEXT RUN 
co 
CT' 
57305 01 OZ-t6277 t?,QO4 
1 
 OSELDEL
aSUSROUTINS Saos LNTPSOTAPSN;4ARRAb.,IELEC1ON$EL). 
INTEGER 4LROtIDe5O 17APS(1)NSJ5LC1?
4 DIMENISION AeRAY(±) 





It L30 00 50 1?4!S ;!UIM 
13 ~ DO 40 441P312 
lFQME,!) 0 TO 40 






















 Gt QQ TO 500
 
- 2 1ENLATMLTE(ATN? GO TO 15
 
13 cao To O
 
145 IFC(XATM,G,ENLATN1 30 TO 3Q
 
15 (,0 TO 40
1,6 to 110 11 Int.NL)-±

0 1)FE TMG;RP(t~tNiNLTEIRY2i+)
16 	 ,DO 7 15
 
1? (1.0 	TO 99
 
20 15 CALL FN(NAMAR(i(,RY2liARY3lARY3'ii)

22. 1FY.GT,RNLNoM) GO TO 99
22 (;0 TO 5
 





25 *GO TO 25
 
20 $0 TO 90
27 25 	CALL YrrND(RXL41N;ARRAY(2,ubIARAYi2I&2),ARRAY(3;1IARRAY(31I*2.2,
 




30 DO 32 Iz1.,N a1
32 
 31 IP(EXLATI4.OE,ARPY(2,U?,ANDELATM,I ARRY(2J$J1A) G0 TO 35
 
35 
 G0 TO 99
34 ~ 35 CALL YF!N(EXLATMAR2ZI1)DARRY 2#'4 ±)IARRY(3AI)JARRY(3hI+11,Y)
45 IF(YLTEIXLNGO) GO TO 99
 
t30 GO To 6
 
37 40 00 44 I!1,N'lel
 
3§ ~ 41 IF(ENLATN.L0ARRAy(2[)ANENLATN02.:"ARRAYC2DI+±,, 00 TO 45
3? 	 GO TO 99
ja 45 CALL-YErND(ENLATN;ARRA(2I)ARAY2 t1I.RRAY(3.I,ARRAY(JIt~t),
41 1
 
42 !F(YGTt~NLNN Go TO 99
 











3 ~ lIFKOUNT 1GAT±O1 GO O 99
 
53D 1.O to f±,N[-i

54 too I CYNT.,EARY(3,,ANOl,YIN4TG3 ARRAY3,:s±.)) GO TO 101
 
55 ?r(KOUNT GT~i0) GO TO 99
56 N)LAT*I 
V G'o TO 19? 
54 lot CALL, YrrND(nINT,ARRAY(3, I)#ARRA~t3,Il~l,ARAY(,Il),ARRAY(214±,I 
60 199 0) 200 !I±~d.4-t
 
61 200 17YNEtR(;)ADYNEARt#+) 00 TO 201
 




64 GO TO Rqj

65 201 CALL4 YFN)INRYSl#RY3ll)AR(,lkR(4+~X 






































GO TO 305 
00 TO 3 ,O 
GO rO 490 
GO~ TO 300 
Go TO 307 




84 GO TO ±
 











93 GO TO I
 
























***tPO 1471 EQUALITY OR NON-EQUALITY C3MPARISON MAY NqT BE MEANINGFUL IN LOGICAL IF ExPRESSIONS 
57M6 O0. 03-16-77 17,007 












4 	 IF(ARRAY(2,NL)'EQ.XCROSSJ Go TQ 7 
IF(ARRAY(2ji),EQXCROSS) (i.-TO 50. 
6 NE P NI-$ 






















































*oW 1470 EQUALITY OR NON-SOUALITY COMPARISON MAY NOT-BE MEANINGFUL IN LOGICAL IF EXPRESSIONS 
l 
000 0OODD000000 0 n O-0 a a0000O 00000 D6005 0000000000000
0  a 00000000 00

1 1 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 11 11 11 13 14 15 liII 1 11 t3 al 5 3 4243 45 4 4 5151 5H IS N 11 1121 11It24 7S IsI 11 31 36 31 It[51 41 it At 4 51 53M 1 51 51 It 61 12 U15If 6 5IfItAt1 III )2 13 14 ) 15 t 19 
2222222222 2222222 2 222  2222222222222222222 222222222222222222 22222222222222
 
333333 3333333 3333 3333333333333333333333 3333333 333333333333 3333333333333
33  
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 4444444 444 4444444444444444444444 
5555555 555555555 55555 555555 55 5555555555 55555 55555555 55555 555 5555 5555555555 555 
66.56666 66568086866666668666666 666u8 5 66 6656686666666666666655 1666 
P851858885388508"85 83888838808503585885588150885888585581885882888858588
 
9999999sa99999 99999999999919999999999909999099999999999 69999999 999999 
ra88 8a8 1aa8 -80 0aa 88188a a88 a8a8 1a aa8- aI1 888 6 80a 
I 7 3 75 7 7 I 7 115I 17 7 7 7 7 17 7 7 7 7 7 7 17 7 7 7 7 1 7 17 17 17 7 7 1 7 7 75 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 










5 DIMENSION S UMA(2) RBIAS(l), ATA(8)i$SHT 5)
6 0 COh1MON= SOUTfH - NORTH 
7 DOLJ LE PRECISION SUM±(1) 1S2(±)oD LTA(I),ARCPARC6),COMPAR( ) 
4 INTEQER SNTAPE 
?INTEGER ARCOS(6),GTAPSCRBISNREY(W),NSREVC±2,IADI)RCI),KNSTR ±)
ju INT8IGER QR 
11 INTEGER REVMODATAPEDOUT 
12 INTEGER $CRO 
la INTEGER DUH±JDUm2;ODUM3 
14 DATA DUM/QIuDM2,o/DuM6/Q/ 
15 cOMON/TAPES/ INP;IOLUT, GTAP, NSTAPE, SNTAP , SCRBs SCROs DATAPE, DOUT16 COIIMON/KONT8S./NOPARNON$SNOSN. IIKNSTREPCITMAX 
17 EO'IJVALENCE tISN.QATA(1)),(INS DATAM)





22 WRITa(IOUT,2OOi) cIADDR( luI=l±8)

23 2001 FORMAT(////4IvX,l3TARTiNG ADDRESSES OP ARRAYS',//,3X,'SNREVIe5X# 


























3? 100 READ(SCRBsEND=200) DATA
 































55 GO TO 100.
 
5§ 200 CAL ESTIMC1 SNREV;KNSTRIKNSTR)
 











































7? 205 READ(NSTAPEI REVNONI,((ARRAY(Gi'R) C,5C4).R=1,NI)

88 IF(REVNO9 NEVNSRVcIARz)) GO TO 205
 
81 WRITE(DOUT) DUMvsDUM2NI.ISEGIR V
 
















8? GO TO (2O849921O),NJPAP 
go 208 APRAYRRA Y 4 Kk8B~AS(l)

91 GO TO ?06
 
92 209 APRAYC4,K1---hRAY(4a<')Q(BBIAS(2)*ARRA 1gK)+BBIASl) )

93 GO TO 206
 












400 502 CONTINUE 
;01 300 RFAPCSCR~jENDtvll.) DATA 
;02 Ir(ISN.EQ,-I) Go To 400 





XO7 DO 3510 I 1,,N0PAR ' 
10 ~ SSHT(j)zSSHT(j)-Fl9IASCIflDATA(7)o*i( I)±0 
;0? ~ ssHTt2hussHTc2)-RBIASC 12Y*DATA(8)**(?7I)
110 IzI +l 
;11 310 CONTINUE tc 






;17 SrE D-+SH * 
Ai@ KOUNT:KOUNT~i. 
Al? 330 If-(KSN,FJJ.1) WRITE(GTAPD±000)NSREVC INS)/1000001 SNIREV( jSPB/1 OOOQO,. 
20~ ,DATA(3),DAThc4,'BIASC)BBIAS(I2.NORAR)"DATA(5) ,DATAC6), 





























43 WRITECIOUTa 010) IREV,!%-GaCB8I0(.Jml4ICIE) 

-
X30 ~405 READ(SNTAPE1 R2V\O,N~i,(;RRA(C",*)CR1,R1jNJ,







Z48 	 ARRAY(l,K)9ABRAY(j;K)*60OQO 
$41 ARRAY(2eIK):ARRAY (2.K)*3600U00
 






145IL0N;A RRAY C 'K)
 
;46 GO TO t4u8.4O9;41t),NDPA3 
X47 408 ARA(o)hRY(j)BIS C 
44 GO TO 406 
47409 ARRAY(4,K;p4SR4YC4K)g.(BaIAS( IBCt±)*ARRAYCIk)+'3BIAS( IBCH) 
50 GO TO 406 
Z51 4i1. YBA=31SIC2oRA~i fo+BA(B*)ARYIK 
2YB IA8=X~lASzB82 AS(CIBC) 
;0 ARRAY4,IjhARRAY(4,K~ wYBIAS 
454 406 ARRAY(4,K)zARRAY (45K)*10QQQOO
 
5I SE AHTfARRAT( 4.i
 







c 61 SDEVwSDRV-AVE**? 
462 	 SflEVTSQ'1T(SflV/KOUNT) 
; 63 	 i RITE(GTAPPW8 AVE 
;64 28 	FORMAT('V'.!EAN OF RESIDUALS!A5XiFt045)
 
X65 RITE(GTAP.29) SDEV 
X66, 29 FORMAT(Igt' !STArYDAR) DEVIAT10N', XFZO,5) 
;S67 ii1 FORMAT(tliIXit4****BIASESO *4ftf*'/46X,!NORTHnTO.SOUTH R VS',/, 




57465 02 03-16-77 

147 15 FOR AT(111,63W A PRI0RIfp13X,'A0J0SX5Dl)
 
170 16 FORMAT JXOIREVOLUTIONS'16Xi'QRQSSING RTS'jljj2Xjl8lASES'p9Xo
 








;75 1N/S ' ) 1 




178 19 ORM AT( 14X s !I DEUREES) I jZX s ' CDEGR FS) !44X I I (mETEF'S )I o2X 




X81 20 F'ORMATi2Xi'S/NI,3XoIN/S"t'4XotLATITUDR LQNGITUnI.t,6XsfS/Nfj7Xp
 
182 iS/Nlp7x$ IN4Sfs7X;tS l'PBXAIN/Slio7Xfl,$/Nt'o5X-'#'I(ADJVSTEDto4X#
 
1 S/N I);83 4 
84 1000 P*CRMAT /i2(TXPI ,)$IX#2(:,XlFloO)92X#?tiXP'F9*4),3(IX,2(iXoF9l4)))
 
185 1010 FORMAT(l lj74t7xol4#lOX#Ei7,7#5XYEl7l7#5Xs l7t7)

1 6 S TOP 
87 f:NU 




12 3 4 5 1 1 1 1I10 1 121314 15 16 I1 11 11 20 2121 13 14 75 Is 21 it 2130 31 12 3) u 3$N 31 38 394141 4143 A 45 16 41 41 41 so51 $1 51 54 is 51 51 t 5 so 61 1 it 14 6$ a 61)It 1|is11 12) It1 i16 11 it1911 
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555555555 5555555 55555 55555555 5555555 5555555555555555555555 5555555555555555 
66590566606$65666555 66B6be6f06656e6s6s6e6seiflg16 6o6e66se656e6s6e6o6s6e6s6eb 
7177777 71 7117 711117717171717117717171;711 117 7 7771 711 7717 11117171111111111117 77 777 
-1 8 8 8 1 898588818880 8 8118888888 018888 88808188188eB8 11118 08 8 888 
O 0 999999999999999 99-9999999999999999999999999999999999999999 9 9 9999999999999 







SUBROUTINE QHARLY v PXNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATOR PAGE 2
 
I LiL CHARLY,$EAHT SUBROUTINE CHARY CHARLYO0
 
" 
2 TT SUBRoUTINE OHARLY DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATOR CHARLY0?
 
3 #***vo START Op DOCUMENTATION COMMENT CARDS ***********************41**CHARLYOJ 
4 * *CHARLY04 
5 * PROPRAM TITLE - SU9ROUTINV CHARLY *CHARLY05 
6 * PROGRAM NO, 112293 *OHARLY06 
7 * WRITTEN BY DAN CHIN (WOLF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT) *CHARLY07 
8 * REWRITTEN BY TOM HARMON (NASA WALLOPS-AMS) 1/74 *CHARLYOB 
9 * MODIPIED BY TOM NORTHAM WRPC) 5/74, 6/74 *QHARLY09 
10 i oCHARLYlO
 
11 i HAROVARVASOFTWARE SUMMARY nCHARLY11
 
3,2 * *CHARLY12 
13 * COMWUTER REQUIRED - HONEYWELL 600/6000 SERIES *CHARLY13 
14 * SYSEM PXECUTIVE GECOS If; *CHARLY14 
15 *- PRORRAM LANGUAGE GMAP' *CHARLY15 
16 0 PER'RHERALS - NONE *CHARLY16 
$7 * *CHARLY17 
18 # PURROSE *CHARLY18 
19 I *CHARLY19
 
20 IV THI SUBROUTINE DYNAMICALLY ALLOCATES ARRAY STORAGE FOR USE *CHARLY20
21 * WITI THE 5EAHT PROGRAM, *CHARLY21
 
22 i *CHARLY22 
23 It IlTUOQ *CHARLY23 
?4 n *CHARLY24 
25 it WORp 31 (DECIMAL) IN THE SLAVE PROGRAM PREFIX IS SCANNED *CHARLY25 
?6 t TO FIND THE LOCATION OF AVAILABLE MEMORY FOR ARRAY ALLOCATIONCHARLY26 
27 * IF 9UFFIcIENT MEMORY ]SNIT AVAILABLE, THEN AN ATTEMPT TO soHARLY27 
28 it GEMfRE MORE M MORY IS MADE, IF GCOS DENIES THE REQUEST, *CHARLY2B 
29 * THEN CHARLY RETRNS To THE NON STANDARD ERROR EXIT, *CHARLY29 
30 i OTHERWISE, THE ARRAY LOCATIONS ARE STORED INTO THE SOLVEI *CHARLY30 
31 * CALLING SEQUFNCE AND A cALL TO SOLVEi IS EXECUTED, 4CHARLY3X 
32 o * CHARLY32 
33 i CALLING SEQUENCE oCHARLY33 
s4 o iOHARLY34 
55 * CALL CHARLYIKOREBfIMORENCOREICQREKOREG,$NNN) *CHARLY35 
46 * *CHARLY36 
37 4t KORPB : THE AMOUNT OF CORE THAT MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR *CHARLY37 
38 it BUFFERS AFTER CHARLY HAS BEEN QALLED, iCHARLY3e 
39 0 IMORE ; THE SUM OF ARRAY SIZES, *CHARLY39 
40 * NCOqE a NUMBER OF ARRAYS FOR WHICH CORE MUST BE itCHARLY40 
41 * ALLOCATED, *OHARLY41 
42 IQrE = NUMQER OF WORDS OF CORE REQUIRED BY ,EACH ARRAY, *CHARLY42 








DVNAMtC MEMORY ALLOCATOR PAGE 

KOREG m THE AMOUNT OF CORE LEFT IN USER JOB SEGMENT 

IF POSITIVE, THE AMOUNT OF cORE TO BE GEMORE-D 

IF NEGATIVE, I 





51 o NORMAL ONLY (TERMINATION OCCURS IN CONSOL 
52 0 ON 'NSUEFICIENT MEMORY AVAILAeLE) 
53 o 



















































61 0 WHE5E ARGI POINTS TO THE ADDRESS OF ARG2D AND ARG2 THRU ARGNoCHARLY61
 
62 , CONTAIN THE ArDRESSES OF THE PYNAMICALLY ALLOCATED ARRAYS, 
63 
64 * SUBRROGBAMS REQUIRED 
65 
66 4, SOLVE!67 ow 





70 o SEAMY MAIN PROGRAM 

71 o 











































80 @***** END OF POCUMENTATION COMMENT CARD$ **0**.*.o******************CHARLY80 
6-77 1.7,0±7 SUBROUTINE OHARLY - D NAMJC MEMORY ALLOCATOR PAGE 4
 





000002 72QQ i 01(dor, 63 LXLu 2f1* ACCESS KOREF CHARLY83 
000044 7400 o0 air, 
000007 5500 00 0113 
000000 2350 07 Or' 
000777 3750 07 Oo 
















STORE IN UPPER HALF OF INSTR AT LOC X 
GET BAR IN AL 
NO, OF 512 WORD BLOCKS 


















4j1* NO. OF LEM15NTS 
CHARLY9Q 
CHARLY91 
010006 7350 Uo 























INITIALIZ6 WORKING TALLY WORD CHARLY94 
CHARLY95 
0o0o05 6200 51 









ARRAY ADDRESS CHARLY96 
CHARLY97 
Y RD CHARLX02 
00 37 2450 0 dOij 98 LDA 31 CHARLY98 
777777 3750 03 
300001 0350 03 
777776 3750 03 
00(152 7550 56 
0002 6070 04 
000036 7100 00 






























GET LOWER MEMORY ADDRESS IN AU 
MAKE ADORUSS EVEN 
AND STORE INTO CALLINO SEQYENCE 
CHECK FOR TALLY RUNOUT 
YES 








000034 74oo on 
00000 0350 03 
000325 700 On 
000151 ?20o 6 
00040 7400 00 
000.300 0350 03 
000037 7510 70 
000037 7200 00 





































SIZE OF LAST ARRAY 
UPDATE LOWER LIIIT 
UPPER MEMORY LIMOT 













000O0 1600 0,. 001 1±5 SBXO *,0U ict OHARLYi5 
000000 6J5O 10 00.) 116 eAA 00 GET XO IN AQU CHARLY16 
Y CARD CHARLYO5 
000022 7310 UO 00 117 ARS i8 SHIFT AU TO AU W SIGN SET CHARLY17 
-77 17,0±7 SUBROUTINE CHARLY - DPNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATOR PAGE 5
 
00006 7550 31 000 118 STA 61iq CHARLY18 
0OL54 6050 0O 







WE HAVE ENOUGH IMEMORY 
MAKE DIFFERENCE POSITIVE 
OHARLY9.-
CHARLY20 
11777 0350 07 DO0 121 ADLA t023oDL ROUND TO NEAREST iK CHARLY21 -
13)12 771o 00 003 122 ARL 10 CHARLY22 
20±50 7550 o0 d2l 123 STA MEMSIZ CHARLY23 
30061 751Q 07 013 124 ST06 MME+l,07 ,STORE K REO IN MME ZERO WORD CHARLY24 
10o12 7350 00 000 125-..... A0 _. ±0 - I CHARLY25_ 
10037 0550 00 00) 126 ASA 31 UPDATE UPPER MEMORY LIMIT CHARLY26. 
)oii 00±0 00 oo 127 MME MME QEMORE ASK FOR MORE MEMORY OHARLY27 -
)0000 oooo d00 128 ZERQ 0,** OHARLY28 
30')02 7100 04 















±31 DENIAL TRA 
132 SMESGI cALL 
SMESGI 











iOt 2340 00 al 133 SZN IREALY CMARLY33 
]0131 6000 00 010 134 TZE DENRET CHARLY34 















0a030 2350 00 
Oil 
oil 137 LDA DENALI CHARLY37 
)0364 7550 0' 01) 138 STA DENIAL CHARLY38 













)0±46 2450 00 
)0145 1750 00 

















I1060 7100 0 0 144 TRA MME OHARLY44 
30300701000 030 145 CALL 6ONMES CHARLY45 
30120710000 Oil 
-77 17,Q7 .5UBROUTINJ CHARLY 












00144 0540 00 dio 147 AQS 

00144 2340 00 010 148 
 SZN
0001o6000 00 dio J49. 
 TZk
10060 7100 00 150013 TRA 
oot05 7100 0 Olo 151 DENAII TRA 
000131 152 OENRET RETIRN 
00?172210$1 01 
00001161003 003 
00217741009001 10 0 01010 

0o1434 234Q 00 010 153 rCALLi SZN









00 UOo 0±O) 

0OLt4 7LOO00 0 di 156 TRA
0030 000000 00,1 157 RMRIND DEC 

77777777766 OO0 153 CLKCNT DEC 

000141 059 TIMZRO BS5 

000148 160 TIME BSS 
­
000147 161 IREPLY BSS 
000150 162 MEMSIZ BSS 
00000 0000 00 163 INTALY TALLY
20
00000 0000 00 000 164 OTTALY TALLY 

00160 000O 00 01.0 165 ) TALLY 

166 SYMREF
50000 70io 00 033 167 FCALL 
 TSX1 

0016 7100 UO 0 j68± TRA
00217 000000 010 169 
 ZERO 

00160 0000 00 o013 170 ARG 

Q00Q60 171 BSs 




























































































INPUT TALLY WORD 
 CHARLY63
























UND OF.BUOARY CARD CHAR407
 
173 ENO
 Q2lVIS TYE NEXT AVAILAPLE 0ICATION,
 
P VERS'ION/ASSEMB6Y DAT4S JMPA 7306p±?O2373 UMPR 730601/052373 JmPo 7 0601/052373













2 	 SUBROUTINE IONSOL MEMSZEUIREPLYO, 
 CONSOLO3





5 CHARACTFRq6 MES.MESO'IESIIMES2*MES2I.RES3MESS-	 CONSOL05
6 	 CHARACTEr,6 tONSLW;NAVs1;NANS2.NANS3pNANS4 
 CONSOL06
 




CHARACTER*6 NR6PLY 	 CONSOLO8
 CONSOLD9
 
DATA MES/6OHPLEASE SET OTHER JOBS URp C 
TO 00 So THEY WILL SWAP OUT cONSOL1O

**0*W 0u2 DATA STATEMENTI VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST
11 	 ,,,, / CONSOL11 
0 DATA MESO/61ATYPE *0 fES *o AND SET ALL OTHER ** URGC ** TO 00ogo*opl 4U2 DATA STATEMENT$ VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST OR CONSOL12 13 ,*o NO ** / CONSOLI3
DATA MESI/6§HGEODYN NEEDS K ADD'ITIONAL CORE FOR A TOTAL OF 
 CONSOLZ4

***iqW 402 DATA STATEMENTI VARIABLE LI3T EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST
 
J, K-0 /
16 DATA MES/48HTYPE YES AND TEMPORARILX SWAP OTHER JOBS OUT,,, 	 CONSOL15
 / CONSOL16
o oW 402 DATA 	STATEMENT: VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST

DATA MESgi/4H 
 BY SETTING ALL OTHER URGENCIES To ZERO.,, 0R.9 CONSOL17
itgjoW 402 DATA STATEMENTI VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST
 
10 , / 
 CONSOLIB
1? 	 DATA ME34/54FTYPE NO AND GEODYN WILL STOP EXECUTION AND ENoJOB, 
 CONSOL19
**T*1 N 4U2 DATA STATEMBNTI VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITERAL LIST20 	 * / 
CON3OL20
21 	 DATA MES5/5A*oGEODYNn 
 GOT THE GORE IT NEEDED,,, 
 THANK YOU, 	 CONSOL21

*q.ow 402 DATA STATEMENTI VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS LITURAL LIST
 
2f / ICONSOL22
2 	 DATA CONSLWl/HnfOOT//,NANS1/6HYE5 ,NANS2/6HY 
 CONSOL23
24 	 ,NANS3/6HNO /,NANS4YbHN / 
 CONSOL24
25 	 DAT A NA SS/SHYESOO/JANS6/6HYQOQ0/NANS7/6HNOOOOO/,NANSB/6HNOOO 
 CONSOL25
2§ 	 t0/ 
 CONSOL26
27 	 DATA IZERO/HOOOo0/ 
 CONSOL27
29 	 NREPLY:IZERU 
 CONSOL28
2Y 	 CALL MEMSIZIMTSIZE) 
 CONSOL29
38 	 MTSIZE;MTSIZ+mtMSZE 
 CONSOL3O
31 	 PRINT 10,0BMSZEDMTSIZE 
 CONSOL31
32 100 FORMAT(1XO12,1X012) 
 CONSOL32
33 	 IF(MTS1Zi.GT.80.OR,ME4SZE,GT,25; GO ,0 15 
 CONSOL33
34 	 ENCODE (MEStI3),10) M=IESZE 
 CONSOL34





36 10 FORMAT(16) CONSOL36
 
3? CALL CNSLIO|IO$SLW;MESIjL) CONSOL37
 
3 if CALL CNSL!OtONsLW 8ME52,8) CONSOL38
 
3? CALL CNSLIOitONSLWI'MES2j9). CONSOL39
 
4e CALL CNSIOjtONSLWMES3,) .-.. CONSOL40
 
41 CALL CNSIOtPONSLWMEQa±1tNREPLY) CONS0L41
 
42 IF(NREBL!,E@NANSj,ORNREPIy,EQNANSg) GO TO 12 CONSOL42
 
40 IF(NREBLtEJNANS,ORNREPYEQaNANSP) GO TO 12 CONSOL43
 
44 IIF(NRERLG,E NANS30R,'REP Y,ZQ,NANS6) GO T0 13 CONSOL44
 




4? Go TO l CONSOL47
 
4§ 12 IREPLY=: CONSOL48
 
4? 00 TO 14 CONSOL49
 
58 13 IREPLY;O CON$OL50
 
51 14 RETURN CONSOLSI
 
52 15 RETURN I CONSOL52
 
53 ENTRY GONMES CONSOL53
 




56 ENTRY OONGRT CONSOL56
 








57345 04 U3-16L77 37 Q24
 
ICCLKTIM z SUBROUTINE OLKTIM(ITIME) 









/- LFK L ,IN3 -­
1 IN It 1I it I 16 ] 2 24 IS IS 11 l]9 tI3 NO 1i12 3 4 1 6 1 1 1 f 1Is 151 1 1|19 SIS)I9 4142434 IS 4641 41it 5 51 5 2 53 54 SS 5951 51 51 104112 it It 45 16 611It M|11 1213 14 IS 1611 isit It 
222222222 22 22222 22222 2 22222222222222222222222 2222 222222222222 2222 22222222 
333333 333333 33333 33333 3333333333333333 3333333333333333 33333333333333 333 
444444444444444444444444444444 4444444444444444 4444 444444444444 44444444444444 
555555555 5555555 55555 555555 5555555555555555 5555 5555555 55555 55555555555555 
66568666686 666666666866866666 8668668666686666 6866668 6666668666 866666G6 
999999999999999 99099 99999999999999999999999999999999999919999999889999999 
2480 515151 5 565)5 51 6 0 1314 E 1 511 0 1 1it72 3 14is u l )I I IiGl 1 i 4 323334 )16313 914641424144 4 11 1 21 212212A S 2 1 ISM 3 C), 
li 
57345 04 03-16.77 7,G25
 
CEST III4 SUBROUTINE aST!MISUM1,SUM12,DETh,18 ASiP'ARNDIPARTL1 iNDX1,PIX )4 P~OUDLE PRECTSION SUMIC ,)#SM(~DLT()PRTJ()PRLU, 




6 LOGICAL NEW~~ PDCBSR
RCTGADSA?,S 

7 cOMMON/TAPE / TP;IUrGAoTAE§APSCsCR






12 PGCQM NPA4R INDY








1,7 CALL CLEAR(SUM D2*I1)






21 Ir(SIGM4(I)ILE.0,OR,SIGMAC2) .L~.0, P) RETURN
 














3± WT:1.O/(SIGMA(I ,**StCMA( )flb*2)
 






3 SUM2(I1) SUM2C 11) +T*RES ID 












42 IF( ICON, rb, GO TO 100 
57345~ 04 U3-16-77 07,025 
43 
 DO 85 1910COWNAR! 
4 
 -100 CALL SYMLNVt$UM1l,NO);MINPARJiDEL.A)_
47 UlmNDKNQ(NSTART)
46 ~DO 2o0 r--NStARr',NDuA 








6DEL TA CL -E L'TA (L.$aJMI ( A) *VM1LJ2; 
140 JSTC1STaNDI$.aJ 
!rCL,EQPAR?) Go To i50
 
5? LP~tL.l
60 0n 145 4YFLPNPAR! 
-~62 .j2zSTt1
63 DELTA{L)qOEL TAcL).SUMt%Jt*SUMcI(42)
64 145 1ST:1ST*Nn1M j 
6* 150 SUM2(t)*SJMZ( j -SUMa(LI)~oELT4(U





72 DO 175 Jfl.!WAP; 
74 175 Jt:44+Ntflhl 
7 IST:10
 
77 D0 M~ Jt.;NARI
 
go DO 240 4fI~ 
82 240 11 !1+Nflt?1U
 




57305 04 03-16477 17,025
 
85 00 245 JYIPtNPARI
86 IjISTkJ 

















95 DO 300 I-±,NDX2
 
96 IJKNUMRPR($NR V( IKSTRIKNSTR)
 
97 IF(IJK.EQ,O) GO TO 300
9 l m=KNSTR(IJ9+IKNSTR)
 
9? IF(LLGTtNPA0I) GO TO 300
 




























;15 IF(IEQ,NDIM) GO TO 348
 ;16 IPlmI+j 
;17 DO 345 J;IPiNDIM
 
lq I.: IST ,j
 














126 READ(SCRO) tSUM1(1)#I , NSTORE)#(SUM?(I)bIzl±NPARI),
 












7 MEMORY EXRAND8D, USE SLIMITS OR CORE= OPTION FOR NEXT RUN 
LA
 
T5A2 '4 U3-jt-77 17,02 
1 CSYMINV 
2 0 NAMF SYMINV 
3 c 
4 C PURPOSE .TOREDURSIVELY PINP JNXRSE OF SYMMETRIC MATRIX 
5 C 
6 0 CALLING SEQGJNC5 C,-ALL SY1INV(SUMlIBMWLIM'DELTA1
7 C ISYMINVo7 
6 SYMBOL TYPE IESCRIPTION -
C 
c0C SJMi P INPUT w OWER REQTANQUAR PART OF MATRIX 
it C (t) rORE INVhRT D 
C ouTpuT * LOWER RECTANGULAR PART OF INVERTED MAtRIX 
13 	 c 

a NDJM DIMENSION qF MATRIX





























S C REFiRENCbS *GEODYN 3YSTEMS DE CRIQTION9 











35 SUBROUTINE SMINV(SQtHlNDIMNLIMvDELTA) 

30 DOUBLE PRECISIZN SUMI(t),DELTA(X) 









41 C RECURSIVELY FIND INVERSE OF NXN KNOWINQ 'INVERSE OF (N.t)X(N-i) UNTIL 



















































































57415 04 03-16-77 17,020 
43 
44 
DO 0O0 Nf2,LIM 






DO 100 Ll.WI4:0O 
DELTA(L)O,1fO
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